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We keep it pretty simple. We take what we’ve learnt over the last 40 years and use it to make the best gear we can 
for antipodean adventures. ONE PLANET® is more than a name: it’s a commitment to making products the right way, 
from fabric to construction. We love designing, developing and testing gear in our Melbourne factory, where we also 
manufacture backpacks, rainwear and do a whole lot more!

We understand gear from the stitches up, and our region from Mt Kosciuszko down, allowing us to innovate to make 
even better equipment for your adventures. You won’t fi nd irrelevant features, inappropriate materials or construction; 
just well-made, clean and simple designs that work.

M KE IT GOOD
Our fi rst sleeping bags and packs were made 
in the 80s. We’ve been making outdoor 
gear with integrity ever since, using what 
we discover to improve continually. Our work 
on polar pyramid tents for the Australian 
& New Zealand Antarctic Divisions feeds 
into our entire tent range; what we’ve learnt 
about comfort from our hardcore bushwalking 
rucksacks informs our smaller packs. 

With practice, comes perfection. (We will 
always keep tweaking.)

M KE IT WORK
It’s not just the multiculturalism, the accent, the 
attitude and the animals that sets our region 
apart. It’s also the scratchy and scrambly terrain, 
the harsh sun and the weather extremes. 

We are embedded here; we know the land’s 
contours and its pranks. We know that straps get 
caught on everything, that water is key, that pack 
fabric needs to be tougher than the wildlife and 
able to keep both red dirt and torrential rain out. 

It’s not great gear unless it works here.

M KE IT LAST
ONE PLANET® is old-fashioned in the best kind of 
way. The kind that says your things matter, that 
you’ll spend enough time with your pack to fi x it 
if something goes wrong and mourn it when it’s 
gone, remembering the walks, the views, the epics 
and the weather. 

We build gear that lets that happen, and get warm, 
fuzzy feelings when we receive 20-year-old products 
in for a bit of love and patching. Because we not only 
make it, we fi x it too: good for you and your precious 
rucksack; an invaluable source of feedback for us.

THE ONE  PLANET® APPROACH



OUR STORY
ONE PLANET® began when passionate outdoor types began designing equipment that worked 
where they used it: the unique environments of Australia and New Zealand. Their aim was to 
produce the perfect gear for long, extended adventures in their own backyard. This hunger to 
improve, to produce functional gear that works in the real world and inspires the next adventure 
began then, and continues today.

We’re interested in making the best equipment we can for antipodean adventures. Over the decades 
we’ve refi ned and improved our designs, incorporated innovations and new technology, added new 
products and product lines to make a world-class range. Our famous rucksacks and sleeping 
bags sit alongside a diverse, adaptable and downright awesome collection of tents. Our apparel 
range includes super tough waterproof/breathable rainwear, rugged gaiters, serious footwear 
and classic fl eece options.

Our gear has changed but our approach hasn’t. ONE PLANET® is still Australian owned, 
with most products designed in Australia. In Melbourne, we manufacture backpacks of all 
sizes, travel gear, rainwear and gaiters, bothy bags, various accessories and our blue fl y series. 
Our down sleeping bags are also fi lled and fi nished here. 

Our footwear, fl eece, synthetic sleeping bags and tents are made with our international partners. 

Our gear is tested in the lab and the old-fashioned way – outside, in the elements. And outdoor 
education types still love it: their feedback makes our products even tougher and more functional, 
with improvements fi ltering into the range. 

We’re committed to making the best equipment possible, in the right way.

OUR MELBOURNE F CTORY  
Our Melbourne factory is the centre of ONE PLANET®. It’s here the design and sampling process 
starts: it’s where we dream, tinker and explore new ideas and technologies. It’s a collaborative 
and open space, with many passionate, knowledgeable, active users and outdoorsy types. 

Our purpose and our ethics meet as we lead by example, making some of the world’s best 
gear locally. 

We endeavour to reduce what we use, recycle what we can (paper and cardboard, metal, soft 
plastic and food waste) and off set the emissions of those we can’t, including electricity use and 
staff  travel to and from the factory.

There are a host of other examples: we service all ONE PLANET® gear so it lasts even longer; 
lighting, comfort and work fl ow are carefully considered. Many decisions - from the invisible to 
the prominent – are made with consideration of the environment, our staff  and our customers.

OUR SOCI L RESPONSIBILTY 
We believe our social responsibility extends to both equipment manufacturing and the larger 
outdoor community. We’re constantly evaluating our supply chain to ensure that everyone 
who works on ONE PLANET® product does so in a fair, safe and non-discriminatory working 
environment, regardless of where they operate. 

The outdoors should be an accessible, safe place for all people to enjoy without discrimination. 
We promote respect for each other and our shared environment, as well as First Nations people 
and their traditional lands. 

OUR ENVIRONMENT L RESPONSIBILTY  
It’s not just our gear we want to last; it’s the places you take it to as well. We love our planet and go 
to great lengths to minimise our environmental impact: in design, manufacturing and operations.

It is our responsibility to reduce the ecological footprint of each and every ONE PLANET® product. 
This starts with good design, careful selection and sourcing of suitable materials. It includes 
sustainable, low-impact production and animal welfare considerations. The result: responsibly-
made products with long working lives. 

LOVE ND P TCHES
We don’t just design and make outdoor gear; we also proudly repair, clean and maintain it. We get 
a real buzz from seeing products still in service after decades of use. In our Melbourne factory, we 
give love and patches to your gear. Reasonable costs apply.

 › Mend damaged gear, whether it’s been ripped, eaten by rodents or just well used.
 › Clean, wash and reapply the Durable Water Repellent to sleeping bags and rainwear.
 › Boost ONE PLANET® sleeping bags by adding extra down (within reason).
 › Provide waterproofi ng assistance (seam sealing and new DWR coatings).
 › Replace missing parts.

LL THE DIRT
Details and technical information are two 
things we’re not short of, because they’re 
what sets our gear apart. For more of both, 
visit www.oneplanet.com.au and stay a 
while, maybe even sign up to our newsletter. 
We’ve also got a YouTube channel full of 
beautiful gear and outdoorsy staff .

Visit www.youtube.com/c/oneplanetoutdoor 
or fi nd us socially @oneplanetoutdoor

QUESTIONS? 
Email sales@oneplanet.com.au or 
phone +61 3 9311 5244 to chat about 
your requirements.
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FE TURES
ONE PLANET® packs are made in Melbourne 
and feature many small details which may 
not be obvious on fi rst inspection. However, 
they vastly increase the strength, durability 
and comfort of our packs and will be 
appreciated down the track.

FABRICS
WATERLOC® canvas 
(approximately 390 g/m2)
WATERLOC® canvas is a 
tough, waterproof fabric 
developed in Australia 

specifi cally for ONE PLANET® rucksacks. The yarn 
has a polyester core wrapped in cotton: the core 
gives the fabric strength, while the cotton expands 
when moist, fi lling any microscopic holes and 
providing superior water resistance. WATERLOC® 
canvas is tightly woven and impregnated with rot 
inhibitors and waterproofi ng agents to ensure water 
resistance and longevity.

Most pack wear occurs through abrasion so we use 
WATERLOC® grid for increased strength. However, 
we’ve kept the surface smooth: the raised profi le 
of traditional ripstop grids mean the prominent 
threads get clobbered, creating premature wear.

Diamondloc 
When rucksack weight is a priority, 
we use Diamondloc. Its outstanding 
strength-to-weight ratio is combined 
with brilliant tear resistance and 
fi nished with two-part waterproofi ng 
- a polyurethane coating on the 
inside and DWR treatment on the 

outside.Weighing a slight 170 g/m2, this 210-denier 
nylon is reinforced with a grid of UHMWPE (ultra-
high molecular weight polyethylene). 

CORDURA® nylon
We use genuine CORDURA® 
nylon in our pack range 
for increasing durability, 
reinforcing wear points and creating handy pockets 
and add-ons. A triple-pass coating process and 
excellent yarn strength bolster water resistance 
whilst allowing the fabrics to remain supple.

CORDURA® fabrics are an ideal reinforcing layer on 
the base of rucksacks as they have high abrasion 
strength and enviable resistance to punctures and 
tears. We use 750-denier to reinforce the base of 
WATERLOC® canvas packs, 500-denier on the 
base of Diamondloc EXACT FIT® harness bags and 
330-denier on the base of Diamondloc EXACT FIT® 
Mid rucksacks.

COMPONENTS
Harness foam
Turning foam into comfortable, durable harnesses 
is a complex process. First we choose foams that 
work in our conditions, so they won’t lose cell 
structure on even the hottest day. They are then 
treated to protect against mould, mildew and 
bacteria, then laminated to our specifi cations.

We construct our harness foam from a composite 
sandwich. There is a stiff  polypropylene sheet for 
support; high-density, closed-cell foam for even 
load distribution; and the comfort of contoured, 
open-cell foam. The whole lot is covered by a 
hard-wearing, breathable contact fabric, giving 
a wrinkle-free surface. All harness materials also 
undergo a complex process of pre-stretching 
and lamination to give shape and durability.

Buckles and zips
We use a lot of buckles across 
our range, of diff ering shapes 
and sizes. Each is chosen 
specifi cally for its purpose, 
with users’ needs placed fi rst. 

We use strong, reliable, non-crack nylon for our 
side release buckles. They’re tough, light and will 
bend rather than break: simply bend them back and 
you’re on your merry way! The whistle buckles on our 
sternum straps are an emergency feature, and simple 
but tough alloy C-clips are used to secure your load. 

The zips on all ONE PLANET® packs are the genuine 
top end. They are always convenient, considered 
and perfect for the purpose, with some water 
resistant, some 10 and some 5 gauge. Because the 
last thing you need is a busted zip…

Webbing
Webbing is often overlooked, but not at ONE 
PLANET®. We pride ourselves on nailing the little 
details so they add up to big diff erences. We have 
a range of webbing in varying sizes for specifi c 
applications. Non-slip webbing is used on load 
carrying and high-wear areas, making mysterious, 
stretching straps a thing of the past.

CONSTRUCTION
Binding
It doesn’t matter how 
waterproof your fabric is: 
if a rucksack’s seams leak, 
the contents may get wet. 

All the primary internal seams of ONE PLANET® 
WATERLOC® canvas packs are bound with a 
four-fold, 227 gsm canvas binding, signifi cantly 
increasing the water resistance of our WATERLOC® 
canvas packs. Our Diamondloc rucksacks use four-
fold, 210-denier nylon binding.

Sewing
For extra durability, the 
seams are bound using twin 
needles, resulting in two lines 
of stitching. Small needles are 
used, reducing the size of the 

holes, while the large polyester-core, spun-cotton 
wrapped thread is strong and swells when wet, 
fi lling any remaining gaps. (We use genuine Coats® 
threads for dependability.) Specialist stitches are 
used as reinforcement in key areas including bar 
tacks for massive strength in high-stress areas.

INNOV TIONS
Water bottle pockets
Water is a critical resource and never far from the 
bushwalker’s mind: something refl ected in our 
bottle pocket design. Rucksacks with the EXACT 
FIT® and EXACT FIT® Mid harnesses have snug 
pockets beside the lumbar pad, making water 
accessible and putting weight close to your back 
for ergonomic load carrying.  

Hydration compatibility
EXACT FIT® rucksacks: hoist your bladder using the 
sewn-in webbing loop on the inside back panel. 

EXACT FIT® Mid: use the same method or an add-
on Pack Insert. Choose your preferred side, then 
thread the hose out through the button-hole exit in 
the pack throat.

Floating Lid 
The lids on many of our 
rucksacks are attached 
with straps, allowing you 
to expand capacity when 
needed: the fi rst days of 
long trips, on water runs, 
or to help out a mate. 

Floating fl oor dividers 
Having two compartments is not new; the 
ONE PLANET® method of separating them is. 
Our sewn-in fl oating fl oor can separate the 
load into two or remain as reinforcement to the 
rucksack’s fl oor. It’s hassle free and allows you 
to top-load your pack, no matter how ‘full’ the 
bottom compartment. 

The ONE PLANET® brand is built on certain things: the principles of good design, the vision to exceed technical limitations, 
the passion to get it right, and the rigour needed to have confi dence in our products. Each one of these is evident in every 
one of our rucksacks.

The original ONE PLANET® harness, the EXACT FIT®, was designed for large-capacity bushwalking packs in the belief that the most important 
thing about a rucksack is that its harness fi ts well. Since then it’s developed into a harness system off ering four standard fi ts for females and four 
for males in every model, so it caters for every body. We have kept our focus on comfort as our rucksack range diversifi es: into smaller, lighter 
EXACT FIT® Mid packs designed for carrying smaller, lighter gear; travel and hybrid models; daypacks and more.

ONE PLANET® rucksacks have always been designed and made in Melbourne, with a focus on comfortable fi t, simple but clever features and 
durability. Our WATERLOC® canvas rucksacks are famous for their toughness and water-resistance: the bottom is reinforced, the straps are few 
and water bottle pockets are handy. Our lightweight packs are built to weigh less without sacrifi cing comfort or support. 

RUCKSACKS



H RNESSES
We believe the harness is the most important 
part of a rucksack, contributing most to your 
comfort.  We use three diff erent harness types. 
Each is designed to provide a comfortable, 
adjustable fi t for every body while considering 
the pack’s purpose and intended use. 

The majority of a rucksack’s weight should be carried 
on the hips and lumbar area: it’s more comfortable 
and reduces skeletal stress. ONE PLANET® use high-
grade hardened aluminum frames to give structure 
to the pack and direct weight appropriately, with 
the hipbelt and lumbar pad safely and securely 
transferring the pack’s load.

To stabilise the pack, a portion of the load needs 
to be carried on the shoulders. The ONE PLANET® 
low-sweat shoulder straps are shaped to distribute 
weight evenly and eliminate pressure points.

Our sternum straps work with the hip and shoulder 
stabilising straps to reduce pack sway – especially 
helpful when traversing treacherous terrain. 

EXACT FIT®
The EXACT FIT® harness is 
used on our large capacity 
packs for load-carrying 

comfort without compromise. It is the harness of 
choice for many outdoor professionals, and is the 
only bushwalking harness to be endorsed by the 
Australian Chiropractors Association®. 

This harness has been developed through 
decades of design and testing. The hand-shaped 
frames, contoured shoulder straps, and heavy-
duty, load-bearing hipbelt will not distort even 
under extreme loads. Adjustments to the back 
length, shoulder straps and hipbelt are easily 
made while the pack is on your back. The result is 
an incredibly supportive harness that allows you 
to bushwalk with confi dence.

The EXACT FIT® harness is available in eight 
standard fi ts, with four male and four female fi ts 
available. Three back lengths (short, medium and 
long) are combined with fi ve sizes of shoulder 
straps (S1-S5) and fi ve hipbelt sizes (H1-H5): these 
can be mixed and matched to fi nd your exact fi t. 
The female harnesses feature specially sculpted 
hipbelts and shoulder straps to better match the 
female form.

Frames
Our high-grade hardened alloy frames are channelled 
to increase rigidity and reduce weight. Each frame 
piece is hand-shaped in Melbourne to support your 
back, and fi nished with non-crack end caps.

Hipbelt and lumbar pad
Our hipbelts are constructed from a composite 
foam. Three densities are laminated together 
to deliver solid support, plush comfort and a 
breathable contact area. The load is effi  ciently 
transferred through the layers and evenly 
dispersed over the hip and lumbar areas. 

Double-back hipbelt
The double-back hipbelt naturally contours to the 
body. It has a two-to-one mechanical advantage, 
pivoting at the centre buckle.

Shoulder straps
EXACT FIT® shoulder straps can be adjusted 
individually for the perfect fi t. They’re shaped to 
support and contact your shoulders evenly while 
allowing free arm movement.  

EXACT FIT® HD
The EXACT FIT® HD is designed to carry seriously 
heavy loads. It supports your body with a higher-
density closed-cell foam lumbar pad, a thicker 
hipbelt that stays true without distorting or 
compressing, and an additional foam layer on the 
shoulder straps.

EXACT FIT® MID
The EXACT FIT® Mid is designed for lighter, faster 
adventures, providing comfort, support and 
durability. Available in three fi ts (small, medium, 
large), a single back length is combined with three 

shoulder strap and hipbelt sizes. The harness is 
quick and easy to adjust, using hook-and-loop 
attachments on the pack frames. 

Frames
Made from a lightweight, strong, hollow-core 
aluminum, the frames are bent diff erently for each 
fi t, making the harness comfortable for a huge 
range of bodies.

Hipbelt and lumbar pad
Crafted with composite multi-density foams for a 
supportive fi t, effi  cient load distribution and all-day 
comfort. 

Double-back hipbelt
The hipbelt on the EXACT FIT® Mid harness naturally 
contours to the body, with a two-to-one mechanical 
advantage.

Shoulder straps
These are shaped to distribute weight evenly 
across both shoulders while allowing a full range 
of movement.

EXACT FIT® MID LITE
The EXACT FIT® Mid Lite has the same carrying 
capabilities as our EXACT FIT® Mid but with a lighter 
hipbelt, making it ideal for travel packs.

DAYPACK
Our daypack harness is simple but eff ective. 
It uses composite sandwich foams: the denser 
foam supports the load, whilst the soft face 
fabric is comfortable and breathable. Available 
with short, medium and long shoulder straps. 
Some models use webbing hipbelts for added 
comfort and control.

BACK
LENGTH

>400–440 mm Short back

440–490 mm Medium back

Over 490 mm Long back

FEMALE FEMALE FEMALE FEMALE GENDER MALE MALE MALE MALE

SHORT SHORT SHORT MEDIUM BACK LENGTH LONG MEDIUM MEDIUM SHORT

F1 F2 F3 F4 HARNESS FIT M4 M3 M2 M1

S1 S2 S2 S3 SHOULDER STRAP S4 S4 S3 S2

H1 H2 H3 H3 HIPBELT H5 H4 H4 H2

Each of our EXACT FIT® rucksacks off ers four standard 
fi ts for females and four for males. As a general rule, 
most females have a short or medium back length, 
while most males have a medium or long back length. 

To get an exact fi t takes time and care, but it will make 
for happier hiking in the long run (walk…). 

Back length is measured down your spine from the 
C7 vertebra to the high point of your iliac crest. 
(The C7 vertebra is roughly level with the
shoulders, protruding when you tilt your 
head forward, while the iliac crest 
is the high point of the hip bones.) 

Learn more at www.oneplanet.com.au and at www.youtube.com/c/oneplanetoutdoor

FITTING: FINDING YOUR EX CT FIT® RUCKSACK
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Bushwalking packs are ideally suited for carrying all your gear for long 
periods. Comfort, durability and water resistance are prime considerations.

MUNGO
Designed for the walker who knows 
what to leave behind…The Mungo 
is a simple, lightweight and sturdy 
pack that still hides a few luxuries: the 
comfort of the EXACT FIT® harness, 
a durable WATERLOC® canvas 
construction, pockets which reinforce 
high-wear areas, water bottle pockets 
and a fl oating lid.

HARNESS EXACT FIT®

BACK LENGTHS SHORT MEDIUM LONG

CAPACITY 60 L 65 L 70 L

FLOATING LID  YES (EXPANDS CAPACITY)

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS

CRAMPONS, ICE AXES, 
KEYS, MAT, POLES, SKIS, 
STAKES

ADD-ONS HIPBELT POCKET,
TRASH & TREASURE

FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS

WEIGHT 2.4 KG (MEDIUM)

PRICE AU$ 499.00 NZ$ 509.00
BLACK/
PACIFIC

RED/
BLACK

BUSHW LKING

STILETTO
The Stiletto is slender in form and sharp 
in looks. This alpine pack has your 
back in fast and light ascents, without 
compromising durability, functionality or 
comfort. Keep the tools of the trade handy 
and attach your technical equipment 
with extended side-release compression 
straps, shock cord, reinforced side pockets 
and ski loops. Features the EXACT FIT® 
harness system and WATERLOC® canvas 
for rugged all-weather resistance. 

HARNESS EXACT FIT®

BACK LENGTHS SHORT MEDIUM LONG

CAPACITY 65 L 70 L 75 L

FLOATING LID  YES (EXPANDS CAPACITY)

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS

CRAMPONS, ICE AXES, 
KEYS, MAT, POLES, 
SHOVEL, SKIS, STAKES

ADD-ONS HIPBELT POCKET, 
TRASH & TREASURE

FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS

WEIGHT 2.6 KG (MEDIUM)

PRICE AU$ 559.00 NZ$ 569.00

STYX
The Styx is the perfect size for 
weekend escapes, but it’s big enough 
for longer trips if you forego a few 
luxuries. The EXACT FIT® harness 
gives comfort under heavy loads 
while the dual compartments allow 
access to your sleeping bag without 
unpacking the whole lot. Side-release 
compression straps allow you to 
tighten your load or attach extra toys.  

HARNESS EXACT FIT®

BACK LENGTHS SHORT MEDIUM LONG

CAPACITY 65 L 70 L 75 L

FLOATING LID  YES (EXPANDS CAPACITY)

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS

ICE AXES, KEYS, MAT, 
POLES, SKIS, STAKES

ADD-ONS HIPBELT POCKET,
TRASH & TREASURE

FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS

WEIGHT 2.7 KG (MEDIUM)

PRICE AU$ 579.00 NZ$ 589.00

LARRIKIN
This full-featured rucksack is 
practical, cheeky and tough, designed 
to take you off  the straight and 
narrow. The Larrikin is a dual-access 
pack, made from WATERLOC® 
canvas and sporting the comfort of 
an EXACT FIT® harness and clever 
features including a fl oating fl oor, 
external gear attachments and easily 
accessed zipped front pocket.

HARNESS EXACT FIT®

BACK LENGTHS SHORT MEDIUM LONG

CAPACITY 75 L 80 L 85 L

FLOATING LID  YES (EXPANDS CAPACITY)

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS

CRAMPONS, ICE AXES, KEYS, 
MAT, POLES, SKIS, STAKES

ADD-ONS HIPBELT POCKET, 
TRASH & TREASURE

FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS

WEIGHT 2.9 KG (MEDIUM)

PRICE AU$ 639.00 NZ$ 649.00

TARKINE
The Tarkine is an unmatched expedition 
pack for all seasons, designed to meet 
the needs of classic bushwalkers and 
modern trampers. It has the comfort of 
the EXACT FIT® harness, a WATERLOC® 
canvas body, and a clean, scrub-friendly 
design. The large side-zipper front 
pocket is accessible even with your toys 
attached. Side-release compression 
straps, a snow-shovel pocket, water 
bottle holders and an external 
attachment system give ultimate 
functionality.

HARNESS EXACT FIT®

BACK LENGTHS SHORT MEDIUM LONG

CAPACITY 80 L 85 L 90 L

FLOATING LID  YES (EXPANDS CAPACITY)

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS

CRAMPONS, ICE AXES, 
KEYS, MAT, POLES, SHOVEL, 
SKIS, STAKES

ADD-ONS HIPBELT POCKET, 
TRASH & TREASURE

FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS 

WEIGHT 2.8 KG (MEDIUM)

PRICE AU$ 639.00 NZ$ 649.00

BFG  (BIG FRIENDLY GIANT)
A sweet, dreamy rucksack, designed 
for the committed outdoorsperson. 
It has a cavern of space, clever features, 
and our EXACT FIT® HD harness - ideal 
for seriously heavy loads. It’s super 
tough, with the WATERLOC® canvas 
body reinforced with CORDURA® nylon. 
The large front pocket has a side zipper 
for easy access, topped off  with a 
fl oating lid. It’s functional and smart, 
with side-release compression straps, a 
snow-shovel pocket, shock cord, haul 
loops and water bottle holders.

HARNESS EXACT FIT® HD

BACK LENGTHS SHORT MEDIUM LONG

CAPACITY 100 L 105 L 110 L

FLOATING LID  YES (EXPANDS CAPACITY)

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS

CRAMPONS, ICE AXES, 
KEYS, MAT, POLES, SHOVEL, 
SKIS, STAKES

ADD-ONS HIPBELT POCKET, 
TRASH & TREASURE

FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS 

WEIGHT 3.0 KG (MEDIUM)

PRICE AU$ 659.00 NZ$ 669.00

PACIFIC/
BLACK

BLACK/
RED

PACIFIC/
BLACK

RED/
BLACK

BLACK/
BLACK

PACIFIC/
BLACK

  BLACK/RED

  RED/BLACK



‘Practical lightweight’ rucksacks are built to weigh 
less yet carry well, featuring a supportive harness 
and Diamondloc fabric for off-track dependability.

LIGHTWEIGHT

WBA
The WBA is a lightweight, full-sized 
pack that lives up to its moniker: it 
weighs bugger all. A svelte, practical 
lightweight pack that still features 
our EXACT FIT® harness. The WBA’s 
Diamondloc body is reinforced in high-
wear areas, so it’s tough without excess 
weight. Features include a fl oating 
lid, dual side-compression straps, a 
CORDURA® stretch-mesh front pocket 
and the option of add-ons for versatility.

HARNESS EXACT FIT®

BACK LENGTHS SHORT MEDIUM LONG

CAPACITY 60 L 65 L 70 L

FLOATING LID  YES (EXPANDS CAPACITY)

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS

ICE AXES, KEYS, MAT, 
POLES, SKIS, STAKES

ADD-ONS HIPBELT POCKET, 
TRASH & TREASURE

FABRIC DIAMONDLOC

WEIGHT 2.1 KG (MEDIUM)

PRICE AU$ 489.00 NZ$ 499.00

TOOLANGI
A classic top-loader that deftly 
balances functionality, durability 
and weight. It’s got the capacity and 
features needed for serious walking, 
while the robust but lightweight 
Diamondloc ensures it can cope 
with the inevitable bumps, scrapes 
and sun of antipodean adventures. 
Half the weight is in the EXACT 
FIT® harness, allowing healthy and 
comfortable load carrying. 

HARNESS EXACT FIT®

BACK LENGTHS SHORT MEDIUM LONG

CAPACITY 65 L 70 L 75 L

FLOATING LID  YES (EXPANDS CAPACITY)

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS

ICE AXES, KEYS, MAT, 
POLES, SKIS, STAKES

ADD-ONS HIPBELT POCKET, 
TRASH & TREASURE

FABRIC DIAMONDLOC

WEIGHT 2.1 KG (MEDIUM)

PRICE AU$ 499.00 NZ$ 509.00   ORANGE/BLACK  BLUE/BLACK
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CANOPY
Simple, clean and light, the 50 litre 
Canopy accommodates overnight 
adventures or multi-day forays. 
Made with Diamondloc fabric and 
the comfortable EXACT FIT® Mid 
harness, this pack is ‘practical 
lightweight’: we’ve reduced weight 
while maintaining functional features, 
a versatile gear attachment system 
and add-on options.

HARNESS EXACT FIT® MID

CAPACITY 50 L

HARNESS FITS SMALL,  MEDIUM,  LARGE

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS

ICE AXES, KEYS, MAT, 
POLES, SKIS, STAKES

ADD-ONS HIPBELT POCKET, PACK 
INSERTS, TRASH & TREASURE

FABRIC DIAMONDLOC

WEIGHT 1.5 KG

PRICE AU$ 379.00 NZ$ 389.00

EXTROVERT
The Extrovert: light, loud and 
ready to be out there. Be seen on 
fast and light adventures with this 
slim, 55 L single-entry rucksack. 
Combining Diamondloc fabric 
with the EXACT FIT® Mid harness, 
it’s lightweight, comfortable and 
supportive. Versatility is added by 
the fl oating lid, gear attachments 
and add-on options.

HARNESS EXACT FIT® MID

CAPACITY 55 L

HARNESS FITS SMALL,  MEDIUM,  LARGE

FLOATING LID  YES (EXPANDS CAPACITY)

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS

CRAMPONS, ICE AXES, 
KEYS, MAT, POLES,
SKIS, STAKES

ADD-ONS
HIPBELT POCKET, 
PACK INSERTS, 
TRASH & TREASURE

FABRIC DIAMONDLOC

WEIGHT 1.4 KG

PRICE AU$ 389.00 NZ$ 399.00

HR GROMMET 
The HR Grommet is designed 
for young people to take on big 
adventures. Simple and practical, 
its comfortable EXACT FIT® Mid 
harness comes in three fi ts. The 
45 L volume, well-sized lid and 
front pocket make packing easy. 
Modelled on our larger packs, 
there’s easy access to water bottles, 
while side-compression straps and 
add-ons give extra versatility.

HARNESS EXACT FIT® MID

CAPACITY 45 L

HARNESS FITS K8, K10, K12

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS

ICE AXES, KEYS, MAT,
POLES, SKIS, STAKES

ADD-ONS
HIPBELT POCKET,
PACK INSERTS,
TRASH & TREASURE

FABRIC 750 DENIER CORDURA®

WEIGHT 1.5 KG

PRICE AU$ 319.00 NZ$ 329.00

TUSSOCK
The Tussock 60 L reaches higher 
ground. This sleek pack is designed 
without compromise, pairing the 
EXACT FIT® Mid harness with light, 
water-resistant Diamondloc fabric, 
reinforced in high-wear areas. 
A large front pocket, fl oating lid, 
hydration compatibility and gear 
attachment options combine to give 
stylish functionality that stands out.

HARNESS EXACT FIT® MID

CAPACITY 60 L

HARNESS FITS SMALL,  MEDIUM,  LARGE

FLOATING LID  YES (EXPANDS CAPACITY)

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS

ICE AXES, KEYS, MAT, 
POLES, SKIS, STAKES

ADD-ONS
HIPBELT POCKET, 
PACK INSERTS, 
TRASH & TREASURE

FABRIC DIAMONDLOC

WEIGHT 1.6 KG

PRICE AU$ 439.00 NZ$ 449.00
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VERTEX
The 45 L Vertex is a bag that helps 
you reach your peak. This year-round 
companion is constructed with reliable 
and rugged WATERLOC® canvas, 
while the attachment points and add-
ons can be used to suit the season. 
The EXACT FIT® Mid harness system 
ensures comfort for all outdoorspeople. 

HARNESS EXACT FIT® MID

CAPACITY 45 L

HARNESS FITS SMALL,  MEDIUM,  LARGE

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS

CRAMPONS, ICE AXES, KEYS, 
MAT, POLES, SHOVEL, SKIS, 
STAKES

ADD-ONS HIPBELT POCKET, PACK 
INSERTS, TRASH & TREASURE

FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS

WEIGHT 1.7 KG

PRICE AU$ 369.00 NZ$ 379.00

TRAVERSE
Tiny but mighty, the 40 L Traverse 
is compact, comfy and designed to 
last. Constructed using our hearty 
WATERLOC® canvas and faithful 
EXACT FIT® Mid harness, it combines 
a refi ned top-loading entry, adaptable 
gear attachment system, hydration 
compatibility and optional add-ons. 

HARNESS EXACT FIT® MID

CAPACITY 40 L

HARNESS FITS SMALL,  MEDIUM,  LARGE

ATTACHMENT 
POINTS KEYS, POLES

ADD-ONS HIPBELT POCKET, 
PACK INSERTS

FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS

WEIGHT 1.5 KG

PRICE AU$ 319.00 NZ$ 329.00

Compact and tough options for impromptu overnight hikes 
or weekend back-country adventures. All the features, but less bulk.
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HIPBELT POCKET
The ONE PLANET® Hipbelt Pocket: just what 
you need. Designed to fi t the EXACT FIT® 
(old or new) and EXACT FIT® Mid harnesses, 
pockets can be fi tted to your preferred side 
using the four webbing loops. 
There’s plenty 
of room for 
essentials 
and snacks, 
with double 
zip sliders for 
convenience.

FABRIC LIGHTWEIGHT CORDURA®

DIMENSIONS 16 (L) X 11 (H) X 4 (D) CM

COLOUR BLACK

WEIGHT 60 G

PRICE AU $ 35.00 NZ$ 35.00

TRASH & TREASURE 
A convenient add-on external pocket for your 
rucksack. Built tough from abrasion-resistant 
lightweight CORDURA® fabric, the bag 
attaches via side compression-straps, sitting 
neatly under the front pocket. It can also be 
worn as a bumbag 
or sling.

FABRIC LIGHTWEIGHT CORDURA®

CAPACITY 4 L

COLOUR BLACK

WEIGHT 120 G

PRICE AU$ 49.00 NZ$ 49.00

DD-ONS

The ONE PLANET® attachment system allows you 
to secure your technical gear and equipment 
effi  ciently and easily while permitting full access 
to the pockets and rucksack body – important 
for testing conditions and big adventures. 
Add-ons like Hipbelt Pockets and Trash & 
Treasure bags can customise your set-up.

Reinforced side pocket 

Snow-shovel pocket (on some models) 

Side compression straps (base)

GE R ATT CHMENT
to secure your technical gear and equipment 
effi  ciently and easily while permitting full access 
to the pockets and rucksack body – important 
for testing conditions and big adventures. 
Add-ons like Hipbelt Pockets and Trash & 
Treasure bags can customise your set-up.

(on some models) 

Side compression straps 
with SR (side release) buckles

Adjustable loops for ice axes, mats, 
poles, stocks and anything else. 

Handle buckle

Shock cord for quick access items 

PACK INSERT TYPE CAPACITY PRICE

BASIC ZIP POCKET – AU$ 19.95 NZ$ 19.95

BASIC HYDRATION BLADDER 2 – 3 L AU$ 19.95 NZ$ 19.95

INSULATED HYDRATION 
BLADDER

2 – 3 L AU$ 24.95 NZ$ 24.95

3 – 4 L AU$ 24.95 NZ$ 24.95

LAPTOP (PADDED) 13” – 15” AU$ 34.95 NZ$ 34.95

TABLET (PADDED) – AU$ 19.95 NZ$ 19.95

PACK INSERTS
Our Pack Inserts 
update your internal 
organisation.
They securely attach
into compatible packs
in our day and a half, 
daypack and travel 
ranges using hook-
and-loop closures. 

Visit oneplanet.com.au for more information



D YP CKS

LIMPET
The Limpet clings to your back and 
is perfect for around town. Tough 
and durable, it features side zip 
access, CORDURA® stretch front 
pocket and zipped top pocket.

CAPACITY 15 L
POCKETS FRONT, STRETCH
ADD-ONS TRAVEL PACKS
FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS 
WEIGHT 0.5 KG
PRICE AU$ 159.00 NZ$ 169.00

BOONAH
The Boonah is a tough little bag 
equipped for urban life. Pockets 
aid organisation while WATERLOC® 
canvas makes it dry, durable and 
delightful to use. 

CAPACITY 20 L
POCKETS FRONT, INTERNAL, STRETCH
ADD-ONS TRAVEL PACKS
FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS
WEIGHT 0.5 KG
PRICE AU$ 169.00 NZ$ 179.00

APOT
Don’t be surprised if you take this 
bag on every adventure - it’s as 
practical as a supermarket bag, but 
1000 times more durable. APOT has 
a dual-layer body and adjustable, 
38 mm webbing harness.

CAPACITY 20 L
FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS
WEIGHT 0.5 KG
PRICE AU$ 119.00 NZ$ 129.00

KNOCKABOUT
Made for the rough and tumble 
of everyday. Features a big front 
CORDURA® stretch stash pocket and 
a top zipped pocket. It allows quick 
access to Pack Inserts (if used).

CAPACITY 24 L
POCKETS FRONT, INTERNAL, STRETCH
ADD-ONS PACK INSERTS, TRAVEL PACKS
FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS
WEIGHT 1.0 KG
PRICE AU$ 219.00 NZ$ 229.00

ZIPLESS
This WATERLOC® canvas, top-loading 
daypack is a classic: perfect for both 
day walks and market shopping. With 
a tidy front pocket, well-padded air-
mesh back and add-on Inserts.    

CAPACITY 25 L
POCKET FRONT
ADD-ONS PACK INSERTS, TRAVEL PACKS
FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS
WEIGHT 0.8 KG
PRICE AU$ 219.00 NZ$ 229.00

RUNDLE
The Rundle is a light, aff ordable, 
easy-going companion. Eye-catching 
colourways, 25 L capacity, optional 
add-ons and several pockets help 
you stay agile. 

CAPACITY 25 L
POCKETS FRONT, STRETCH
ADD-ONS PACK INSERTS, TRAVEL PACKS
FABRIC 750-DENIER CORDURA®
WEIGHT 0.8 KG
PRICE AU$ 199.00 NZ$ 209.00

9 TO 5
Refl ecting urban life, this is built 
for A to B as well as 9 to 5. The slim 
25 L design includes an integrated 
hipbelt whilst add-ons and Inserts 
add personalisation.  

CAPACITY 25 L
POCKETS FRONT, INTERNAL
ADD-ONS PACK INSERTS
FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS 
WEIGHT 0.9 KG
PRICE AU$ 229.00 NZ$ 239.00

KENT
The Kent is a super choice for daily 
business, with a 40 L capacity suitable 
for carry-on luggage. WATERLOC® 
canvas and an in-built hipbelt keep 
things dry and secure.  

CAPACITY 40 L
POCKETS FRONT, STRETCH
ADD-ONS PACK INSERTS
FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS 
WEIGHT 1.0 KG
PRICE AU$ 249.00 NZ$ 259.00

ONE PLANET® daypacks are built strong and tough, for years of everyday 
use (and antics). They are set apart by a few things: smart features, our 
comfortable daypack harness and their rugged dependability.

HITCHHIKER
The Hitchhiker loves a trip, whether 
round the galaxy or to a local park. 
It has simple features, such as a 
CORDURA®stretch pocket and top 
pocket with water-resistant zip.

CAPACITY 24 L
POCKETS FRONT, INTERNAL, STRETCH
ADD-ONS PACK INSERTS, TRAVEL PACKS
FABRIC 750-DENIER CORDURA®
WEIGHT 0.7 KG
PRICE AU$ 159.00 NZ$ 169.00

BUCKET LIST
The Bucket List is a spiff y and solid 
daypack with pockets galore. It’s 
square in shape, and at 25 L it easily 
fi ts folders, books and your laptop.

CAPACITY 25 L

POCKETS 2 FRONT, INTERNAL, 2 STRETCH 
SIDE

ADD-ONS PACK INSERTS
FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS 
WEIGHT 1.0 KG
PRICE AU$ 219.00 NZ$ 229.00

LITTLE BOURKE
The Little Bourke will accompany you 
through every facet of city life. It’s got 
rooftop access, a WATERLOC® canvas 
body and stretch side pockets.   

CAPACITY 30 L

POCKETS INTERNAL, ZIPPED SIDE, 
2 STRETCH SIDE

ADD-ONS PACK INSERTS
FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS
WEIGHT 1.1 KG
PRICE AU$ 269.00 NZ$ 279.00

ROCK
The Rock is a versatile and dependable 
accomplice for collecting stories 
and tall tales. With a 30 L capacity, 
it uplifts both climbing gear and 
everyday life. 

CAPACITY 30 L
POCKETS FRONT
ADD-ONS PACK INSERTS
FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS 
WEIGHT 1.0 KG
PRICE AU$ 249.00 NZ$ 259.00
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NED
The Ned is where airport business 
meets Aussie bushwalking. 
WATERLOC® canvas is its 
weatherproof armour, while the 
EXACT FIT® harness ensures 
a comfortable carry. Ned has 
a suitcase-style opening, 70 L 
capacity and a protective, stowable 
harness cover. Added features 
include two water-bottle pockets, 
lockable zips, zipped internal 
pockets and add-on daypacks.  

HARNESS EXACT FIT®

BACK LENGTHS SHORT MEDIUM LONG

CAPACITY 65 L 70 L 75 L

ADD-ONS DAYPACK, HIPBELT POCKET

HARNESS 
COVER YES

FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS

WEIGHT 2.4 KG (MEDIUM)

PRICE AU$ 499.00 NZ$ 509.00

WING-IT
The Wing-it is fi rst class. Travel 
smarter with the dependable 
WATERLOC® canvas body, move 
quickly through the departure 
gates with the EXACT FIT® Mid Lite 
harness or go wheels-up with the 
stowable harness cover. Lockable 
zips, a suitcase-style opening, 
stretch front pocket, internal 
pockets and optional add-ons 
complete the package. 

HARNESS EXACT FIT® MID LITE

CAPACITY 40 L

HARNESS FITS SMALL,  MEDIUM,  LARGE

ADD-ONS DAYPACK, HIPBELT 
POCKET, PACK INSERTS 

HARNESS 
COVER YES

FABRIC WATERLOC® CANVAS

WEIGHT 1.7 KG

DIMENSIONS 56 (L) X 37 (W) X 20 (D) CM

PRICE AU$ 369.00 NZ$ 379.00

  BLUE/ BLACK
  RED/BLACK

ONE PLANET® travel packs are designed to be convenient while travelling and 
comfortable to carry. They have user-friendly features such as lockable zip sliders, 
suitcase-style openings, protective harness covers, internal pockets and optional 
daypack attachment. 

TAKE OFF
Fast, light and free spirited, the 
Take Off  will accompany travellers 
through their fi rst adventure and 
many more. Spacious (60 L), 
aff ordable and constructed with 
resilient and lightweight CORDURA® 
fabric, the sturdy EXACT FIT® Mid 
harness keeps it comfy. Compression 
straps and stowable harness cover 
ensure the load is ready for take-off .

HARNESS EXACT FIT® MID

CAPACITY 60 L

HARNESS FITS SMALL,  MEDIUM,  LARGE

ADD-ONS DAYPACK, HIPBELT POCKET,
PACK INSERTS

HARNESS 
COVER YES

FABRIC 750-DENIER CORDURA® 

WEIGHT 1.7 KG (MEDIUM)

PRICE AU$ 379.00 NZ$ 389.00

DIPLOMAT
The Diplomat negotiates a balance 
between work and life. It’s good 
looking, compact in size and humble 
in fi nish. Durably crafted in Melbourne, 
it has a padded laptop sleeve, plenty 
of internal organisation and zipped 
external pockets. 

FABRIC RECYCLED AUSTRALIAN CANVAS

WEIGHT 920 G

DIMENSIONS 40 (L) X 29 (H) X 8 (D) CM

PRICE AU$ 229.00 NZ$ 249.00

TR VEL

  BLACK  BLACK

FE TURES ADD-ON DAYPACKS 
All our travel bags 
are designed to take 
add-on daypacks, 
attached to the 
harness via nylon 
buckles or to the main 
pack using secure, easy-
to-use C-clips. There are 
multiple daypack options to 
choose from, adding extra 
features, size and versatility 
to the main bags.

HARNESS COVERS
Sometimes it’s not the 
scrub and sun that are 
the hardest on your 
gear…  The zip-up nylon 
harness covers on all 
ONE PLANET® travel 
packs protect valuable 
harnesses from both 
conveyor belts 
and airport staff . 

ADD-ON DAYPACKS 
All our travel bags 
are designed to take 
add-on daypacks, 
attached to the 
harness via nylon 
buckles or to the main 
pack using secure, easy-
to-use C-clips. There are 
multiple daypack options to 
choose from, adding extra 
features, size and versatility 
to the main bags.

HARNESS COVERS

ADD-ON DAYPACKS 

pack using secure, easy-
to-use C-clips. There are 
multiple daypack options to 
choose from, adding extra 
features, size and versatility 

Slides securely over 
Wheelie handle



Simple, tough bags for transporting kit from A to B, 
across the Tasman, or around the world. 

TUFF NUT
Designed exactly as the name suggests.
Strong, truck-tarp fabric keeps weather 
at bay whilst a double base, CORDURA® 
fabric reinforcing and external binding 
protect your equipment. Shaped so 
you can stuff  it full, yet easily zip it shut. 
The handles are made from seatbelt 
webbing, with hidden harness 
straps so it can be carried like a pack. 
Lockable zips make it ideal for travelling.

HARNESS  PACK-AWAY PADDED STRAPS

CAPACITY 30 L 50 L 70 L 90 L

WEIGHT 1.2 KG 1.3 KG 1.4 KG 1.5 KG

DIMENSIONS (CM - L x W x H) 48 X 28 X 23 58 X 33 X 27 64 X 37 X 30 70 X 40 X 33

PRICE  AU$ 199.00 AU$ 219.00  AU$ 229.00  AU$ 249.00
 NZ$ 209.00 NZ$ 229.00  NZ$ 239.00  NZ$ 259.00

DUFFLE B GS

CAPACITY 50 L 70 L 90 L

WEIGHT 0.6 KG 0.7 KG 0.8 KG

DIMENSIONS (CM - L x W x H) 60 X 29 X 29 73 X 31 X 31 83 X 33 X 33

PRICE  AU$ 99.00  AU$ 109.00  AU$ 119.00
NZ$ 109.00  NZ$ 119.00  NZ$ 129.00

WHEELIE SMALL
Designed as carry-on luggage, the Wheelie 
Small is perfect for interstate commutes and 
weekends away. This 40 L bag features a 
tough-as telescopic handle and 84 mm shock-
absorbing wheels. A deep front pocket, YKK® 
locking zips and carry handles complete the 
package, complemented by a 3D internal pocket 
for stashing goodies and a vibrant lining so it’s 
easy to fi nd your kit.  

CAPACITY 40 L

MATERIAL POLYCARBONATE MOULDING, 
WATERLOC® CANVAS

WEIGHT 2.35 KG

DIMENSIONS 54 (H) X 33 (W) X 23 (D) CM

PRICE AU$ 319.00 NZ$ 339.00

  BLACK/ORANGE

WHEELIE GOOD 
Built to take on cobblestone streets, rough tracks, 
bad weather and extended journeys: the type of 
trip that deserves its own coff ee-table book. 
The telescopic handle on this WATERLOC® canvas 
bag works for both giants and regular folk. It’s got a 
light, comfortable glide thanks to the 84 mm shock-
absorbing wheels, as well as a deep front pocket, 
YKK® locking zips, carry handles and a 3D internal 
pocket for stashing goodies.

CAPACITY 75 L

MATERIAL POLYCARBONATE MOULDING, 
WATERLOC® CANVAS

WEIGHT 3.1 KG

DIMENSIONS 63 (H) X 39 (W) X 28 (D) CM

PRICE AU$ 349.00 NZ$ 369.00

  BLACK/ORANGE

WHEELIE BIG
Designed to expand for the largest of journeys, 
the Wheelie Big fi ts all your gear and more. 
The WATERLOC® canvas and moulded 
polycarbonate exterior gives all-weather 
resistance and the durability to withstand many 
trips around the airport carousel. Splashes of 
colour and its Australian-made heritage help it 
to stand out from the rest, and shock-absorbing 
wheels allow easy movement on or off -road.

CAPACITY 75L (+ 10 L EXPANDING GUSSET)

MATERIAL POLYCARBONATE MOULDING, 
WATERLOC® CANVAS

WEIGHT 3.6 KG

DIMENSIONS 63 (H) X 39 (W) X 28 - 38 (D) CM

PRICE AU$ 399.00 NZ$ 419.00

  BLACK/ORANGE

FEATURES 
Made in Australia  |  Designed and manufactured in our 
Melbourne factory, our Wheelies feature classic ONE PLANET® 
rucksack construction in a Wheelie good package. Born here, 
and ready to take on the world. 

Shock-absorbing wheels  |  The 84 mm, shock-absorbing wheels glide easily over 
cobblestones and gutters, with high clearance to stop you getting stuck, reducing 
the shock on your hands and your gear. If they ever wear out (doubtful!), we’ve 
got spares: change them and get on your merry way. 

Retractable handles  |  Our telescopic handles are designed to allow a normal 
posture when wheeling and tuck away quickly and easily when not. 

Lockable zips  |  YKK® lockable zips are tough, protective and practical, keeping 
your gear safe as you travel. 

Materials  |  All ONE PLANET® wheeled luggage uses our moulded polycarbonate 
base with integrated handle, corner bumpers and replaceable wheels. The body is 
made from our famous WATERLOC® canvas with a 70 D nylon lining.  

TR VEL LUGG GE

KIT BAG
These no-nonsense duffl  e 
bags are made from tough, 
750-denier CORDURA® nylon. 
Everything from the big 
YKK® zips to stitching 
and materials are 
chosen for maximum 
durability, so these 
babies will last. There is 
a large clear PVC pocket 
on top for identifi cation. 

 RED  GREY  BLUE  BLACK  RED  BLUE

These brilliant Wheelies are tough, 
practical and light. They’ll live by your 
side, whether you’re cruising streets 
and airports, traipsing from car to 
campsite or crossing cobblestones.



TENTS
Antarctic conditions, multi-day expeditions, school camps and sharp eucalyptus sticks 
have taught us a lot about designing tents. We’ve used that knowledge to make ours tough, 
stable and comfortable.
ONE PLANET® tents are versatile in both size and purpose. We have been testing fabrics, pole designs and 
construction methods throughout Australia and New Zealand for more than 25 years (and Antarctica for 
more than 15), giving us extremes from the tropics to the South Pole. It’s been a wonderful journey involving 
hardcore bushwalking, Outdoor Ed durability and polar gales. Today we have an awesome tent range 
off ering everything from solo ultralight shelters to three-person alpine fortresses.

ONE PLANET® tents are designed and tested to meet our diverse antipodean conditions. We choose the 
best possible materials for the purpose, from technical fabrics to the ingenious adjusters and buckles on 
our guy lines, and source them from around the world. We’ve been collaborating with our partner factory in 
China to produce our tent range for decades, ensuring awesome quality and quality control.

CHOOSING YOUR TENT 
Choosing the right tent for your journey can be 
hard: you never know where you will end up 
or what the weather will do. It’s all part of the 
adventure…

Our Goondie Series is the go-to for bushwalking 
expeditions, with options for everyone from the 
gram conscious to the snowbirds. Choose the Mesh 
inner for three-season or tropical use, or the Nylon 
inner for four-season comfort.

The 2Midable and 4Midable were designed as 
light, quick-to-erect shelters. These three-season 
tents/shelters are wonderfully spacious and 
lightweight. Optional footprints and inners 
extend both comfort and appeal.

Our Blue Series is the workhorse (or worktent) 
of the range, developed for the outdoor industry. 
These are as tough as, and widely used in outdoor 
education programs across Australia and New 
Zealand. This range can take extra punishment, 
making them ideal for families and young kids.

Our Fly Series create awesome, expansive group 
shelters off ering protection from the sun and rain. 
These tarps are easy to set up and light enough to 
carry on longer voyages. 

FLIES 
There are fi ve fl y materials used in our tent 
range. Each is chosen with antipodean conditions 
in mind and factory seam-sealed to ensure 
weatherproofness. 

7 D nylon: this material was developed for use 
as an ultralight fl y on our Goondie range - ideal 
with a Mesh inner. The dynamic, 7-denier sil/
PU nylon has a 1200 mm water head and is 
well suited for three-season bushwalking and 
the weight conscious. (It’s been extensively 
tested in antipodean conditions but, as with all 
ultralight materials, should be treated with care 
and respect.)

15 D nylon: the 2Midable and 4Midable fl ies 
are both made from this spiff y green material. 
Lightweight and dynamic, this 15-denier sil/PU 
nylon has 1200 mm water head and is an excellent, 
dependable fabric that is light but also durable.

30 D polyester: used for the Goondie fl ies, 
this static 30-denier sil/PU polyester has a 
1500 mm water head. These gorgeous orange 
numbers are not only easier to spot, they are 
more durable and have higher UV-resistance, 
making them better suited to four-season use. 
(Ideal when paired with a Nylon inner.)

75 D polyester: used for the Blue Series fl ies, this 
PU-coated fabric has a 1500 mm water head and 
is favoured for durability and UV resistance.  

Dyneema® is the strongest fi bre in the world. 
When developed into Dyneema® composite fabric, 
it is a deft balance of ultra-lightweight, strength 
and water resistance, weighing in at a tiny 12 g/m2. 
(As with all ultralight fabrics, it should be handled 
with care and respect.) We use this fabric in the 
2Midable with Dyneema® ultralight tent.

INNERS AND FLOORS
Many of our tents have two inner options, so you 
can pick the one that best suits: the Mesh inner’s 
ventilation for three-season use or the Nylon inner 
for four-season conditions. Our fl oors use a tough, 
watertight bathtub construction, ideal for life in 
the wilds. 

Mesh: this inner has nylon walls, with the top half 
made from fi ne mesh. This allows wonderful air fl ow 
and reduces condensation – perfect for warmer, 
humid conditions. (It is also a smidgen lighter than 
the full nylon option.)

Nylon: the breathable nylon inner has DWR 
treatment for better insulation and protection from 
condensation and moisture. It is designed for year-
round use in all conditions.

Floors: the fl oors in our tents are designed to 
be tough. They are made with a bathtub fl oor 
construction and high side walls to prevent splash 
back, and where possible they are made from a 
single piece of fabric. The fabric has a high denier 
and water head, ensuring a dry night in even the 
most surprising storms. 

Optional bathtub fl oors 
are available as extra 
protection or for a 
minimalist setup.

POLES AND PEGS
Most of our poles are supplied by 
DAC®, the industry leader, and made 
using environmentally-friendly 
anodising processes.The Goondie and 
Wurley ranges use three-piece, cross-
pole designs for quick set up, good 
internal height and excellent stability 
in high winds. We use a range of poles 
to match the tent’s intended use, from 
the strong, reliable and light 9 mm 
DAC® Featherlight poles holding up the 
Goondie 1 to the 11.1 mm diameter poles 
of the Goondie 2 Snow. The 2Midable 
and 4Midable come with a 20 mm 
DAC® telescopic pole, selected for strength and 
dependability. (To save weight, you can leave this 
pole behind and use your walking poles instead. 
The walking pole converter – cleverly doubling as 
a peg bag – is included with the tent.)

Our pegs also vary with tent model. Our Goondie 
Mesh series come with DAC® J-Stakes (11 g each), 
while the other tents use forged alloy pegs. 
These are made in the same way as rockclimbing 
hardware, so they are super tough and 
easy to push in (and pull out). Each 
Goondie comes with ten pegs but can 
be pitched with two, while the 4Midable 
and 2Midable come with 12 pegs. Snow 
pegs are 310 mm long and made in 
England: they hold fast and sit tight 
in even the worst conditions.

ZIPS AND GUYS
We use genuine YKK® zips throughout our 
tent range as they are strong and dependable. 
We choose zips that are fi t for the purpose, 
considering the size, style and location of each. 
Flies and industrial tents have tougher zips, while 
the inners use a #5 gauge for reliability without 
additional weight. 

Our guy lines show our 
commitment to getting the details 
right. We use refl ective cord and 
an innovative tensioning system. 
When not in use, each guy line 
tucks into its own storage pocket.
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4MIDABLE BATHTUB FOOTPRINT (OPTIONAL)
This optional extra provides a half fl oor for the 4Midable tent, 
increasing living comfort and weather protection. The Footprint 
is a 75-denier, PEU-coated polyester bathtub fl oor (7000 mm 
water head) with high side walls to prevent splash back, as well 
as secure guy points for pegs and pole (not included).

4MIDABLE
Blurring the line between a tent and a fl y, the 4Midable defi es 
pigeonholing. Whatever you call it, this roomy, circus-style tent is 
practical and versatile. Originally designed for guides looking 
for strong, lightweight tents with room for lunch parties 
or sick beds, the 4Midable has become a classic. 

We haven’t sacrifi ced comfort or practicality to 
save grams: seams are factory sealed, there 
are multiple guy lines for stability and 
a strong, telescopic, central DAC® 
pole. The included converter also 
allows you to pitch the tent 
with walking poles, saving 
300 grams (the weight 
of the DAC® pole).

MESH INNER (POLE NOT INCLUDED)
Our optional Mesh inners turn the ‘party tents’ – the 2Midable and 4Midable – into bug-free, 
comfortable retreats while maintaining versatility and storage space. High-quality mesh keeps 
out the creepy-crawlies, paired with our 75-denier PEU-coated polyester bathtub fl oor 
(10,000 mm water head) to keep you dry. There’s ample internal height for comfortably 
sitting up and moving about – perfect for playing cards on rainy evenings. 

Both Mesh inners come with pegs and can be pitched alone – ideal for winter trips to 
Kakadu. They can also be pitched inside their matching fl ies to give roomy, insect-
proof tents that weigh very little: the 2Mid with Dyneema® combination weighs 
less than one kilogram, while the 4Mid package weighs under two kilograms.

SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICING
TENT FABRIC WATER HEAD WEIGHT PRICE AU$ PRICE NZ$ 

2MIDABLE FLY 15 D NYLON SIL/PU 1200 MM  640 G* $499.00 $519.00

2MIDABLE WITH DYNEEMA® FLY DCF 12 G/M2 15,000 MM  380 G* $1099.00 $1199.00

2MIDABLE MESH INNER 75 D POLYESTER PEU 7000 MM 535 G^ $199.00 $219.00

4MIDABLE FLY 15 D NYLON SIL/PU 1200 MM 800 G* $549.00 $569.00

4MIDABLE MESH INNER 75 D POLYESTER PEU 10,000 MM 710 G^ $199.00 $219.00

4MIDABLE BATHTUB FOOTPRINT 75 D POLYESTER PEU 7,000 MM 370 G $79.00 $89.00

*WEIGHT INCLUDES FLY, 5 PEGS, PEG BAG/WALKING POLE CONVERTER AND ALL GUY ROPES.
^WEIGHT INCLUDES INNER AND 2 PEGS.  FOR MORE DETAILS VISIT ONEPLANET.COM.AU
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2MIDABLE
Weighing just 640 grams (fl y, fi ve pegs and pole converter), 
it’s made from our tried and tested 15-denier sil/PU 
nylon, seam sealed in the factory, with multiple 
guy lines for stability. A telescopic central pole 
is included, allowing it to be buttoned down 
on cold nights or set taller for increased air 
fl ow. (Your walking poles can be used 
instead with the included walking 
pole converter.) An optional Mesh 
inner can be added for bug-free 
comfort.

2MIDABLE WITH DYNEEMA® 
A lightweight shelter, designed for serious play. It’s a tranquil solo tent or a haven for 
a  weathered few. The fl y and guy lines weigh a tidy 290 grams while a minimum 
weight of 380 grams includes walking pole converter and fi ve DAC® J-Stake pegs.

The 2Midable’s steep wall architecture delivers excellent internal space 
and mitigates the eff ects of condensation. Four guy lines improve 
stability in windy conditions and you can add the comfort of 
an optional Mesh inner. A central DAC® telescopic pole and 
12 J-Stake pegs are included. 

This is an ultralight tent: it has a shorter useable 
life and should be treated with care and respect.

Our optional Mesh inners turn the ‘party tents’ – the 2Midable and 4Midable – into bug-free, 
comfortable retreats while maintaining versatility and storage space. High-quality mesh keeps 
out the creepy-crawlies, paired with our 75-denier PEU-coated polyester bathtub fl oor 
(10,000 mm water head) to keep you dry. There’s ample internal height for comfortably 

Both Mesh inners come with pegs and can be pitched alone – ideal for winter trips to 
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GOONDIE 1 MESH
Designed for three-season 
solo walking, the Goondie 1 
off ers comfort and practicality 
without a massive weight 
penalty. There is room to sit 
up and read or get dressed, 
a single door for entry and a 
storage hatch. And it’s light: 
1255 grams (minimum weight).

GOONDIE 2 MESH
The Goondie 2 Mesh is a roomy, 
practical and comfortable three-
season tent for two. With two 
doors and two vestibules, there’s 
no need to play tent Twister, 
and it’s awesome, lightweight 
and strong. An antipodean 
bushwalking classic.

GOONDIE 3 MESH
Perfect for three mates who hike 
below the tree line: there’s loads 
of sprawl space and internal 
pockets. Paired with a static 30 D 
fl y and large vestibules 
for stowing gear 
or cooking.

We wanted a tent with durable 
ONE PLANET® construction and 
useful features, weighing very 
little and working everywhere, 
with enough room to be 
comfortable. The result was so 
good we had to make more, 
developing a family of tents to suit 
every adventure. 

The Goondie series is versatile 
from the ground up: you can choose 
your model, fl y and inner, with the 
two inners and two fl ies completely 
compatible. The Mesh or Nylon inner can 
be paired with either the light 
7 D nylon fl y or tough 30 D polyester 
version, (both seam sealed in our 
factory). Separate fl ies, inners and poles 
are available, so you can buy extra bits 
to expand your range and make your 
tent suitable for any trip.

All Goondies are freestanding - DAC® 
SQ rings connect your inner, fl y and 
poles, and a minimum of two pegs are 
needed for pitching. (Ten are included.) 
The standard set-up includes fl y and 
inner, though the tents can also be 
pitched inner only or with an optional 
footprint.

The cross-pole design has ample 
space for sitting up, stretching out 
and storing gear. We haven’t missed 
the details either: features include 
colour-coded webbing for easy 
pitching, big vestibules, bathtub 
fl oors (75 D polyester with a 10,000 
mm PeU coating), DAC® poles, 
excellent cross-ventilation, interior 
pockets, and doors designed to 
prevent rain from coming in with you.

GOONDIE MESH SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICING
TENT FLY FABRIC FLOOR FABRIC WEIGHT* PRICE AU$ PRICE NZ$ 

GOONDIE 1 MESH 7 D NYLON SIL/PU 75 D (10,000 MM PEU WATER HEAD) 1255 G  $779.00  $799.00 

30 D POLYESTER SIL/PU 75 D (10,000 MM PEU WATER HEAD) 1465 G  $689.00  $709.00

GOONDIE 2 MESH 7 D NYLON SIL/PU 75 D (10,000 MM PEU WATER HEAD) 1510 G  $899.00  $919.00 

30 D POLYESTER SIL/PU 75 D (10,000 MM PEU WATER HEAD) 1775 G  $849.00  $869.00 

GOONDIE 3 MESH 30 D POLYESTER SIL/PU 75 D (10,000 MM PEU WATER HEAD) 2475 G  $959.00  $979.00 

*WEIGHT INCLUDES FLY, INNER, POLES, 4 PEGS AND ALL GUY ROPES. FOR MORE DETAILS VISIT ONEPLANET.COM.AU

GOONDIE MESH INNER
The Goondie Mesh inner is ideal 
for three-season use. Pairing a 
Mesh inner with the 7 D nylon 
fl y creates a lightweight 
but durable combination, 
perfect for use in the 
antipodes.  



NYLON INNER

FLOOR 
PROTECTOR

AVAILABLE WITH
OPTIONAL SNOW PEGS 

SPARE PART KIT – TENTS
This kit includes a great clothes line 
(or extra guy line) and fi eld servicing 
parts for your Goondie.

CONTENTS

REPAIR PATCHES - 15 CM X 15 CM 
(15 D & 30 D NYLON FLY, 
100 D FLOOR), POLE REPAIR 
SLEEVE, 4M X BRAIDED CORD, 
1 GUY LINE ADJUSTER

PRICE AU$ 19.95 NZ$ 19.95
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GOONDIE 1 NYLON
Made for the committed solo 
hiker looking for a tent they 
can use in any condition. It’s 
comfortable and practical, 
with plenty of room and 
good access – a single door 
for entry and a storage hatch 
for your stove or boots. 

GOONDIE 2 NYLON
The Goondie 2 is a reliable tent 
for two walkers in any antipodean 
conditions. With two doors for 
easy access and two big vestibules 
for storage, this durable tent has 
earned a loyal following for its 
ability to stay up and dry when 
others get crooked and soaked. 

GOONDIE 2 SNOW
The Goondie 2 Snow uses the 
same high-quality materials but 
with added features. These include: 
thicker 11.1 mm DAC® poles; a 
reinforced 30-denier polyester 
fl y with a lower cut; twin zips on 
the entry doors; and larger elastic 
loops. (Use your skis as pegs!)

GOONDIE 3 NYLON
Perfect for three mates to take on the 
world, or our patch of it at least. Features 
two large vestibules for storage and 
cooking, internal pockets, guy-line 
pockets and more. It weighs less than a 
kilo each when split between three. 

GOONDIE NYLON INNER  
The Goondie Nylon inner is designed for 
four-season use. The 30 D polyester 
fl y gives durability and stability in 
any weather, while the Nylon 
inner gives the protection 
and insulation needed 
when the weather 
turns wild. 

GOONDIE NYLON SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICING
TENT FLY FABRIC FLOOR FABRIC WEIGHT* PRICE AU$ PRICE NZ$ 

GOONDIE 1 NYLON 7 D NYLON SIL/PU 75 D (10,000 MM PEU WATER HEAD) 1340 G  $779.00  $799.00 

30 D POLYESTER SIL/PU 75 D (10,000 MM PEU WATER HEAD) 1550 G  $689.00  $709.00

GOONDIE 2 NYLON 7 D NYLON SIL/PU 75 D (10,000 MM PEU WATER HEAD) 1700 G  $899.00  $919.00 

30 D POLYESTER SIL/PU 75 D (10,000 MM PEU WATER HEAD) 1965 G  $849.00  $869.00 

GOONDIE 2 SNOW 30 D POLYESTER SIL/PU 75 D (10,000 MM PEU WATER HEAD) 2400 G $909.00 $929.00

GOONDIE 3 NYLON 30 D POLYESTER SIL/PU 75 D (10,000 MM PEU WATER HEAD) 2530 G  $959.00  $979.00 

*WEIGHT INCLUDES FLY, INNER, POLES, 4 PEGS AND ALL GUY ROPES. FOR MORE DETAILS VISIT ONEPLANET.COM.AU

TENT MESH LOFT
The Mesh Loft fi ts 
all Goondies and 
‘Midable inners, 
providing extra 
interior storage.

DD-ONS

BATHTUB FLOOR & 
FLOOR PROTECTOR 
Available for all Goondie tents, our Bathtub Floor 
has high side walls, while the Floor Protector is a 
simple, fl at footprint.

These optional fl oors will give extra protection and 
let you leave the inner behind for a ‘fast and light’ 
adventure. Made from 70-denier nylon, they are 
also backwards-compatible with older models.

Visit oneplanet.com.au for more information

The Mesh Loft fi ts 

NYLON INNER

four-season use. The 30 D polyester 
fl y gives durability and stability in 
any weather, while the Nylon 
inner gives the protection 
and insulation needed 
when the weather 
turns wild. 

30 D FLY
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VAGABOND 2 
A simple, practical teacher tent, the Vagabond is designed to fi ll the gap 
between the lightweight Goondie series and hard-wearing Wurley series. 
It fi ts two people well, or gives space for notes and fi eldwork with one. 
This three-season tent has two poles, two doors and two vestibules, 
providing easy access, plenty of room and good ventilation. 
The Vagabond is a budget-friendly solution for those getting 
into bushwalking, Scouting or school camps.

THE WURLEY SERIES
The Wurleys give you options. All models are tough, practical and liveable 
in the fi eld and are suitable for four-season use. The cross-pole design is 
freestanding and very stable – ideal for gusty camp sites – allowing good internal height 
and quick pitching. The fl y, poles and inner are secured using a metal hook-and-key system.

Not only does this work brilliantly, it is durable and easy to maintain. The Wurleys are built from the ground up to make the best use of our Blue Series features.

THE BLUE SERIES 
We developed the fi rst Blue Series model 
more than 20 years ago. Designed for 
the rigours of outdoor education the 
tent series had to be simple to pitch, 
strong and robust in all conditions, easily 
maintained, and tough enough to endure 
teenage tomfoolery!

The series has expanded since, with a model to 
suit almost every environment, but the design 
principles remain the same. The tents are made 
to be simple and liveable. They are durable, easy 
to maintain, and repairable in the fi eld. We’ve 
designed the range to make things easy: colour-
coding on the poles, inners and fl ies allows easy 
organisation in the fi eld and in the gear pool; 
symmetrical designs aid easy pitching; a simple, 
durable key-and-hook system connects the fl ies, 
inner and poles; big vestibules and spacious 
interiors add comfort and freedom.

FEATURES
Fly: our fl ies combine excellent waterproofness 
and UV resistance to ensure durability over many 
years. The 75-denier fabric has a 1500 mm water 
head and is seam sealed in the factory.

Nylon inner: brilliant in simplicity and toughness. 
Our bathtub fl oors use 210-denier PEU-coated 
polyester with 5000 mm water head; the 
nylon walls are coated with DWR to reduce 
condensation. The doors have straight zips and 
big windows for ventilation. Our ‘teacher tent’ 
(the Vagabond) uses 70-denier fl oors to reduce 
weight, and the Wurley 3 is available with a Mesh 
inner for warmer climates.  

Poles: we use industry-leading poles that are 
strong, light and reliable – chosen for long 
working lives in the fi eld. Our poles have thicker 
diameters for greater strength, and we use pole 
designs that make set-up easy.

Pegs: our pegs are durable, forged aluminium with 
classic styling. They are easy to push in, don’t hurt 
your hands and are easy to get out in the morning. 
Bungee cord is used on the peg loops as it’s 
forgiving in the fi eld.

Guy lines: refl ective cord means you can see 
them at night, and they stash neatly away in 
individual pockets.   

Zips: we use kid-friendly straight-line YKK® zips for 
strength and durability.strength and durability.

Mesh inner: 
available for 
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A simple, practical teacher tent, the Vagabond is designed to fi ll the gap 
between the lightweight Goondie series and hard-wearing Wurley series. 
It fi ts two people well, or gives space for notes and fi eldwork with one. 
This three-season tent has two poles, two doors and two vestibules, 12

50

freestanding and very stable – ideal for gusty camp sites – allowing good internal height 
and quick pitching. The fl y, poles and inner are secured using a metal hook-and-key system.

SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICING
TENT FLY FABRIC FLOOR FABRIC WEIGHT PRICE AU$ PRICE NZ$ 

WURLEY 2 75 D POLYESTER 210 D POLYESTER 3000 G $579.00 $599.00

WURLEY 2+ 75 D POLYESTER 210 D POLYESTER 3400 G $619.00 $639.00

WURLEY 3 MESH INNER 75 D POLYESTER 210 D POLYESTER 3500 G $659.00 $679.00

WURLEY 3 NYLON INNER 75 D POLYESTER 210 D POLYESTER 3700 G $659.00 $679.00

WURLEY 3 SNOW 75 D POLYESTER 210 D POLYESTER 4200 G $809.00 $829.00

VAGABOND 2 75 D POLYESTER 70 D POLYESTER 2500 G $469.00 $489.00

WEIGHT INCLUDES FLY, INNER, POLES, 4 PEGS AND ALL GUY ROPES. FOR MORE DETAILS VISIT ONEPLANET.COM.AU

WURLEY 3     3.5kg
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SANDFLY PRO 
The Sandfl y Pro provides essential weather protection in a lightweight package. Made from 
15 D nylon with a 1200 mm water head, it weighs 425 g with guy lines (545 g including 
six pegs). This 3 m x 3 m tarp can be a lunchtime hideaway, a large tent entrance, 
a dining hall or an all-in-one ultralight shelter. It can be pitched with 
trekking poles, paddles or branches, and our guy line adjusters 
make pitching without pegs easy. 

FLY SERIES
Our fl ies and tarps are made for 
versatility and comfort, wherever 
you take them. Ideal for groups, 
leaders, or going super light.

SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICING
FLIES FABRIC DIMENSIONS TOTAL WEIGHT PRICE AU$ PRICE NZ$ 

SANDFLY PRO 15 D NYLON 3000 MM X 3000 MM 425 G $329.00 $349.00

SANDFLY 70 D NYLON 2950 MM X 3000 MM 740 G $219.00 $239.00

BUSHFLY 70 D NYLON 2950 MM X 4200 MM 1180 G $259.00 $279.00

MARCHFLY 70 D NYLON 4300 MM X 4500 MM 1850 G $329.00 $349.00

HOUSEFLY 70 D NYLON 5730 MM X 5000 MM 2700 G $519.00 $539.00

WEIGHT INCLUDES FLY AND ALL GUY ROPES. FOR MORE DETAILS VISIT ONEPLANET.COM.AU

FLY SERIES 
Models range from the lightweight, packable Sandfl y to the largest Housefl y.

All are cut, sewn and seam sealed in Melbourne, made from 70 D, PU-coated 
nylon with a 2000 mm water head. Catenary curved edges and strategic 
guy points maximise living space and ensure a taut pitch, while hems, 
corners and the centre seam are all reinforced for durability.

Pitching with trekking poles is easy, thanks to loops at the 
apex and guy points. Avoid ‘fl y spaghetti’ - guy lines 
can be stashed via ‘hook & loop’ closures. 
(Pegs, guy lines and stuff  sack included.)

BOTHY BAG SERIES
Built from tough, weatherproof, bright orange 70 D nylon, with a PU 
coating and 2000 mm water head to keep you dry. This Bothy Bag 
creates a highly visible shelter, ideal for emergency use. Recommended 
when ski touring and bushwalking, great for lunch breaks, group map 
reading, morale boosting or fi rst-aid situations.

 › Group members sit on fl oor fl aps and lean against walls to form support.
 › Off set ‘window socks’ with drawcord closures allow fresh air and 

weather checks.
 › Integrated storage bag - it won’t fl y away in foul weather.

MODEL DIMENSIONS (MM) PACK SIZE  D X L WEIGHT PRICE AU$ PRICE NZ$ 

BOTHY 2 1400 (L) X 500 (W) X 1000 (H) 11 CM X 26 CM 430 G $159.00 $179.00

BOTHY 4–6 1400 (L) X 1550 (W) X 1000 (H) 14 CM X 26 CM 760 G $199.00 $219.00

BOTHY 12 2400 (L) X 2400 (W) X 1000 (H) 10 CM X 26 CM 1200 G $399.00 $419.00

Fly Series Dimensions

Housefly
5730 mm x 5000 mm

Marchfly
4300 mm x 4500 mm

Bushfly
2950 mm x 4200 mm

Sandfly
2950 mm x 3000 mm

Diamondloc reinforced corners



SLEEPING 
BAGS

CHOOSING YOUR SLEEPING B G

SIZE AND SHAPE 
Choosing a sleeping bag shape often comes down 
to personal preference and preferred sleeping 
position. Our mummy-shaped bags are lighter and 
are the most thermally-effi  cient design. Tapered 
rectangular bags zip open completely and off er 
room to wriggle. If you need additional space, our 
Expansion Gusset can help.  

Sleeping bags also need to fi t, both in height and 
circumference, so it’s a good idea to try before 
you buy. We want our bags to be comfortable to 
use, so make models in small, regular and large 
sizes. (The sleeping bag chart in this catalogue 
shows suggested user height and shoulder 
circumference.) We’ve considered the way you 
sleep as well; most people sleep on their sides with 
their arms folded across their chest and their legs 
bent, so we’ve ensured there is always enough 
space to curl up. ONE PLANET® sleeping bags are 
generally generous in size: worth remembering 
when comparing brands.

FEMALE BAGS
The simplest, most eff ective way of making 
sleeping bags work better for females is by 
ensuring females have the correct sized bag, with 
an appropriate temperature rating. (Let’s be honest: 
diff erent colours on the outside don’t change your 
sleep.) We have a selection of small bags that will 
suit the majority of females, as well as shorter folk. 
When reading our temperature rating information, 
the comfort rating is the go-to fi gure for the lowest 
temperature at which a ‘standard’ female will be 
in thermal equilibrium, meaning they are warm 
enough to sleep comfortably.

HOW WARM WILL I BE?
Three things aff ect how warm you will be each 
night. First is the environment: is it cold outside; 
what are you using for shelter; is there a breeze; 
what are you sleeping on?

Second is you: are you a hot or cold sleeper; is 
your metabolism fast or slow; do you sleep in 
the buff , rugged up, or somewhere in-between; 
when did you last eat and drink? (And if you’re 
a female, you’re likely to feel the cold more than 
a male.)

Both you and your environment make a huge 
diff erence to how warm you will be, and we 
can’t control either of these things. The third 
factor is your sleeping bag.  

TEMPERATURE RATINGS
ONE PLANET® sleeping bags are temperature 
rated in accordance with ISO 23537-1, the only 
globally recognised standard for sleeping 
bag temperature testing.An independent 
ISO 23537-1 test creates an accurate baseline 
to begin understanding and comparing 
insulating ability.  

Not all manufacturers comply with this testing, 
so care should be taken when comparing 
warmth claims across brands. Other factors 
aff ecting warmth should also be considered 
(bag size, space and fi ll ratio).

The temperature range supplied for quilts is 
a guideline. It assumes you have tucked the 
quilt under your well-insulated mat to reduce 
draughts and are wearing a head covering.

WHAT IS ISO 23537-1 
The ISO 23537-1 standard aims to provide a 
transparent, reliable method for substantiating 
warmth ratings in sleeping bags. 

The test involves placing a heated, lifelike 
mannequin (based on a 25-year-old ‘standard 
male’) inside a sleeping bag within a climate 
controlled room and monitoring the results to 
determine the bag’s comfort, limit of comfort 
and extreme temperature ratings. We use Kansas 
State University and their mannequin Simon for 
our testing.

  Comfort: this rating is based on the lowest 
temperature at which a ‘standard’ female will be 
in thermal equilibrium (have a comfortable night’s 
sleep).

  Limit of comfort is based on the lowest 
temperature at which a ‘standard’ male will be in 
thermal equilibrium (having a comfortable night’s 
sleep) and not feeling cold, and is the one to look at 
for warm sleepers. This is the fi gure we state in our 
product descriptions.

Extreme rating is a survival 
rating for a ‘standard’ male. 
According to ISO 23537-
1, ‘a strong sensation of 
cold has to be expected 
and there is a risk of 
health damage due to 
hypothermia’. This is a 
survival rating only, and 
consumers should not rely 
on this rating for general use.

ONE PLANET® sleeping bags have many design and construction features that aren’t immediately obvious. However, they 
vastly increase the performance, comfort and useability of our bags, and won’t be found on other brands. 
Our design innovations have led the way not just in Australia, but globally. Steve Jamison (J&H, later ONE PLANET®) began designing and 
manufacturing world-class sleeping bags for ski touring in the early 1980s. These bags were the fi rst to have vertical baffl  es (a feature since 
adopted by many global brands), winning an Australian Good Design award in 1984. 

ONE PLANET® continues this legacy of applying technical, innovative design to produce sleeping bags that work, using the best modern 
materials and manufacturing technologies. Some examples of this approach are: ONE PLANET® use fabrics that are downproof by construction, 
increasing breathability and comfort; our bags come in tapered rectangular and mummy shapes in various sizes that actually fi t; our down is 
hydrophobic, reducing the eff ects of dampness, and is independently audited by the IDFL® (International Down and Feather Laboratory) so we 
know what we’re getting and where it comes from; we give accurate, independent warmth ratings as we test in accordance with ISO 23537-1.

ONE PLANET® down sleeping bags are made to order and are still fi lled and fi nished in Australia.

At ONE PLANET®, we know the feeling of jumping into your sleeping bag after a long day of playing in the outdoors. 
Choosing the right bag can be tricky, but it can make a tough day better and a good day fantastic. 
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FE TURES
SHAPE

Mummy bags hug your body shape and are the 
most thermally-effi  cient design, giving the most 
warmth for their fi ll. Tapered rectangular bags 
provide a combination of effi  ciency and space.

Hood and foot

ONE PLANET® hoods contour to the head, leaving 
only the nose and mouth exposed. They integrate 
with the shoulder shape and neck muff , so cinching 
the hood tight does not compress the fi ll. Three-
dimensional foot cavities are used on all ONE 
PLANET® mummy and tapered rectangular bags, 
preventing your toes from compressing the down 
and causing cold toes!

Draft tube and neck muff 
Warmer ONE PLANET® bags have D-shaped, 
three-dimensional draft tubes and neck muff s. 
The draft tubes cover the zips and stop any 
cold breezes from entering. The neck muff  is an 
elasticised collar that works independently to the 
hood, stopping warm air escaping from the neck 
and shoulders when you move during the night. 

Baffl  es (down bags)
All ONE PLANET® down sleeping bags use 
a box-wall baffl  ing system. These baffl  es 
create small compartments to keep the down 
in precise locations, allowing maximum loft 
and even insulation. Our vertical baffl  e system 
(with vertical/horizontal/vertical baffl  es) and 
Vertical-V baffl  e system (with vertical/V-baffl  es) 
reduce down movement (and cold spots) as you 
wriggle during the night. Our baffl  e systems 
also have a diff erential cut – the inner fabric is 
cut narrower than the outer shell – so the inner 
circumference of the bag is smaller than the 
outer, promoting full lofting of the down.

FILL
A sleeping bag’s fi ll insulates you from the cold 
environment: it traps body heat and prevents the 
exchange of warm and cold air. 

Fill ratio 
ONE PLANET® sleeping bags use a balanced 55/45 
fi ll ratio, top to bottom. This distribution considers 
users’ movements and preferred sleeping 
positions. It keeps you warm in every position, 
preventing a cold back when you roll, wriggle and 
move during the night.

Down
Good quality down is the most effi  cient sleeping 
bag insulation available. The quality of down used 
in a sleeping bag makes a huge diff erence to its 
warmth, weight, durability and compactness. 
Loft is the volume taken up by a given weight of 
down: the higher the loft, the more air it will trap 
and the more effi  cient it will be.

Hydrophobic Down 
All our down has been 
treated with a hydrophobic 

water repellency application. This causes the 
down to repel water rather than absorb it, 
minimising the clumping together of down and 
the resulting reduction in loft and insulation.

700-750 Hydrophobic Down is our best value 
duck down, used for applications where minimum 
weight and packed size are not critical. 

800-850 Hydrophobic Down is our premium 
choice – a must for the gram counters. This high-
lofting white duck down delivers luxurious warmth 
at a fi ne, ultralight weight, and has excellent 
compactability and loft recovery.  

Please note: inside every ONE PLANET® down bag, 
near the foot, there is a quality control label stating 
the exact loft and quality of down used. Down 
is a natural fi bre, so the loft may vary from one 
shipment to the next. There may be minor variations 
in the weight of sleeping bags. More details at  
www.oneplanet.com.au/technical

Freshly made
ONE PLANET® down sleeping bags are 
hand-fi lled to order in our Melbourne factory, 
dramatically reducing the time each bag spends 
compressed in its stuff  sack. (In contrast, our 
competitors’ bags can be stored tightly squashed 
for months in transit, then for who knows how 
long on the shelf.) We use complex fi lling charts 
to ensure the down is put in the areas where it is 
most needed. Filling to order ensures excellent 
quality control and a fresh bag for you!

Testing and ethics
At ONE PLANET® we work to 
uphold the highest standards 
of animal welfare. The down 
we use is gathered in a 
way that meets our strict ethical and quality 
standards. We source responsibly and use the 
IDFL® (International Down and Feather Laboratory) 
to independently audit and test each batch 
for loft rating, down percentage, species and 
cleanliness prior to purchase. Only after we receive 
confi rmation that the down meets our exacting 
standards do we authorise shipment. 

Synthetic fi ll 
Synthetic fi ll is an excellent option; it is easy to 
clean and maintains its insulation when wet. We 
use Thermolink synthetic fi ll as it is light, durable 
and has an excellent warmth-to-weight ratio.
Thermolink is a thermally bonded fi bre, with the 
fi bre-blanket linked throughout its thickness. This 
makes it strong and eliminates the need for sewn-
through stitching, accompanied by heat loss.

Every ONE PLANET® synthetic bag has multiple 
layers of Thermolink, each with diff erent 
properties. The inner layer is made up of fi ne, 
soft fi bre that contours to the body to minimise 
air pockets and maximise radiant retention. The 
middle layer uses larger, 30 per cent hollow fi bre to 
give great loft and insulation. High-density fi bre is 
used in the outside layer, creating a thermal barrier.

FABRIC
Sleeping bag fabric must perform two roles: 
keep the fi ll in the bag and allow body-generated 
moisture to get out. The shell fabric must also 
keep external moisture out in some conditions; 
in bags designed for extreme use, highly water-
resistant shell fabric is preferable. 

Pertex® Quantum Pro
The Winter Lite and Bush Lite are 
designed for longer multi-day 
trips: iconic alpine jaunts, the 
New Zealand southern Fiordland 
or Tasmanian excursions. That’s why they’re 
made from Pertex® Quantum Pro, a lightweight, 
windproof, waterproof and breathable shell fabric. 
It weighs a measly 36 g/m2, has a water head of 
1000 millimetres and legendary breathability - 
7000 g/m2/24 hours (JIS L 1099 A-1). You do the 
comparisons: it’s hard to beat!

Vapour Vent®
The Vapour Vent® (V2) fabrics are ‘downproof by
construction’: the weave is so tight down cannot
escape through the cloth. The environmentally-
friendly C0 water-repellent treatment causes 
water to bead off  the sleeping bag shell. Body 
vapour can vent through the fabric eff ectively, 
reducing moisture build-up in the down and 
allowing it to loft to its full potential. 

  The lightest fabric is used on our
ultralight bags for top-of-the-line performance.

   This 20-denier fabric makes a 
good, all-round, durable shell with a beautiful feel.

INNOVATIONS 
Quest booster
Our sleeping bag range is compatible with the 
Quest quilt series, allowing you to boost the warmth 
of your sleeping bag and extend your options. 
Using the Quest as a booster encourages bolder 
adventures, and it‘s ideal for 
adding to a summer-weight bag 
for that occasional winter foray. 

The Quest quilt is easily 
attached to the inside of your 
sleeping bag using the hook-
and-loop tabs.

Expansion Gusset 
An accessory for the broader among us, the 
Expansion Gusset is a simple, clever 
way of adding wiggle room 
to all ONE PLANET® 
sleeping bags. This 
zip-in extension can 
be left attached to 
your bag ready 
for the next use, 
and adds an extra 
25 cm in diameter. 

Joined at the zip 
All ONE PLANET® sleeping bags* can be zipped 
together.  We recommend using a left- and right 
hand-zip, and choosing bags of the same size and 
model  (for example, two regular Bungles).  
 *Excludes Camp Lite series. 

Anti-snag, locking zips
Our zips are clever little 
mechanisms, using 
anti-snag covers that 
work brilliantly with 
our draft tubes. We use 
locking sliders so you 
can’t kick them open at 
night, and glow-in-the 
dark pull tabs.

TAPERED
RECTANGULARMUMMY QUILT

HIGH-DENSITY
THERMAL BARRIER

FINE, SOFT, 
BODY-CONFORMING
RADIANT RETENTION

LARGE 30% HOLLOW
FIBRE FOR LOFT

AND INSULATION



To fi nd your perfect bag, simply 
choose your shell, size, temperature 
rating and down type, then get cosy!

TEMPERATURE
LIMIT OF 

COMFORT

DOWN FILL
LOFT

SMALL
WEIGHT

(G)

REGULAR
WEIGHT

(G)

LARGE
WEIGHT

(G)

-11ºC 700-750 954 994 1108

800-850 875 912 1017

-8ºC 700-750 780 814 909

800-850 722 753 842

-5ºC 700-750 726 757 846

800-850 674 703 787

COLOUR    BLACK/RED

TAPERED
RECTANGULAR

TEMPERATURE
LIMIT OF 

COMFORT

DOWN FILL
LOFT

REGULAR
WEIGHT

(G)

LARGE
WEIGHT

(G)

-20ºC 700-750 1641 -

800-850 1500 -

-16ºC 700-750 1472 1565

800-850 1348 1432

-12ºC 700-750 1288 1368

800-850 1186 1259

TEMPERATURE
LIMIT OF 

COMFORT

DOWN FILL
LOFT

SMALL
WEIGHT

(G)

REGULAR
WEIGHT

(G)

LARGE
WEIGHT

(G)

-15ºC
700-750 1171 1251 1354

800-850 1078 1150 1244

-10ºC
700-750 1023 1091 1180

800-850 947 1009 1090

-7ºC
700-750 909 981 1057

800-850 841 909 978

-4ºC
700-750 771 834 993

800-850 720 779 921

WINTER LITE
The most thermally-effi  cient shell we make with a water-resistant outer 
– a must for anyone heading above the snowline. The mummy shape 
hugs the body, eliminating dead space, whilst the vertical baffl  e 
system stops unintentional down movement over the course 
of the night. Super breathable, water-resistant Pertex® 
Quantum Pro forms the outer, and the inner is 
made from sexy, silky and lightweight 
10-denier Vapour Vent®. The 3D neck 
muff  keeps warm air in when 
the outside temperature 
plummets.

BUNGLE
Well suited for year-round use, the Bungle is versatile: warm enough for 
bushwalking, light enough for travelling, comfortable enough for 
anything... The 10-denier Vapour Vent® fabric is strong and 
highly breathable, allowing water vapour to pass 
through easily so the down can loft to its full 
potential. The vertical baffl  e system and 
3D neck muff  add warmth and 
comfort.

COCOON
This bag has one of the best warmth-to-weight ratios in our range, making 
it a popular choice for the lightweight adventurer. The sumptuous, highly 
breathable 10-denier Vapour Vent® is used as both inner and outer 
fabric and is a real weight saver. Your down won’t be migrating 
thanks to the Vertical-V baffl  e system, while the 3D 
hood and neck closure stop your warmth 
escaping.

TEMPERATURE
LIMIT OF

COMFORT

DOWN FILL
LOFT

SMALL
WEIGHT

(G)

REGULAR
WEIGHT

(G)

LARGE
WEIGHT

(G)

-15ºC
700-750 1198 1301 1377

800-850 1105 1200 1270

-11ºC
700-750 1067 1159 1227

800-850 988 1075 1138

-7ºC
700-750 935 1017 1076

800-850 872 950 1005

BUSH LITE
A ONE PLANET® classic, this tapered rectangular bag sets the standard 
for bushwalking. The vertical baffl  e system reduces the movement of air 
and down, preventing cold spots, while the more relaxed fi t adds wriggle 
room and versatility. The Pertex® Quantum Pro shell is brilliant in damp 
conditions, providing excellent breathability and water resistance 
at minimum weight. An inner of highly breathable, 
10-denier Vapour Vent® saves weight and adds 
luxury, as does the 3D neck muff .

COLOUR     BLACK/RED

MUMMY

DOWN SLEEPING B GS

MUMMY

COLOUR    BLUE/GREY 

TAPERED
RECTANGULAR

COLOUR     GREY/RED



NITROUS
This is the lightest bag for its warmth rating on the market, 
brilliant as a summer/shoulder-season bag. We’ve combined 
technical know-how and quality materials to ensure it 
is warm, practical and super light. The 3D Vertical-V 
baffl  es are fi lled with 800-850 loft Hydrophobic 
Down; there’s a box foot for warm toes, a draft 
tube and three-quarter hood. 

COLOUR     RED/BLACK
QUEST PRO
COLOUR            BLUE/RED

QUEST 
COLOUR            GREY/RED

CAMP LITE
This sleeping bag is perfect for entry-level to mid-range bushwalking and 
camping. It’s made from durable, highly breathable, 20-denier Vapour 
Vent® and fi lled with 700-750 loft duck down. The Camp Lite uses our Vent® and fi lled with 700-750 loft duck down. The Camp Lite uses our Vent® and fi lled with 700-750 loft duck down. The Camp Lite uses our 
famous V-baffl  es to keep the fi ll where it’s needed, while also famous V-baffl  es to keep the fi ll where it’s needed, while also 
allowing the down to be shaken from top to bottom to 
better suit the weather. The bag’s extra room 
adds to your comfort.

TEMPERATURE
LIMIT OF 

COMFORT

DOWN FILL
LOFT

REGULAR
WEIGHT

(G)

LARGE
WEIGHT

(G)

-10ºC 700-750 1145 1229

-6ºC 700-750 1017 1094

-3ºC 700-750 826 891

  0ºC 700-750 719 797

TAPERED
RECTANGULAR

MUMMY

QUILT

COLOUR    GREY/RED

QUEST

QUEST PRO

QUEST QUILT SERIES  
We make two quilts, the Quest (+8˚C) and Quest Pro (0˚C and -3˚C). 
These quilts are lightweight, high-tech and super compact, easily 
secured around any sleeping mat to keep you warm in mild 
conditions. They are built with ONE PLANET® quality, 
technology and clever innovations. 

MODEL

TEMPERATURE 
RANGE*

DOWN 
FILL
LOFT

REGULAR
WEIGHT

(G)

LARGE
WEIGHT

(G)

QUEST
PRO -3ºC 800-850 548 576

QUEST 
PRO 0ºC 800-850 503 529

QUEST +8ºC 700-750 420 450

TEMPERATURE
LIMIT OF 

COMFORT

DOWN FILL
LOFT

SMALL
WEIGHT

(G)

REGULAR
WEIGHT

(G)

LARGE
WEIGHT

(G)

-3ºC 800-850 540 580 620

-1ºC 800-850 510 547 584

+2ºC 800-850 473 509 540

Flat dimensions 
REGULAR:  185 cm long; 

width 125 cm at top, 
90 cm at bottom

LARGE:  195 cm long; 
width 140 cm at top,
90 cm at bottom

Boost your warmth...
In cooler weather, the Quest 
quilts are to sleeping bags 
what thermals are to layering. 

A Quest can be easily 
combined with other bags 
from the ONE PLANET® 
range to boost warmth 
and extend the 
comfort range.

The temperature range supplied for quilts is a guideline. It assumes you 
have tucked the quilt under your well-insulated mat to reduce draughts 
and are wearing a head covering. 



DOWN SLEEPING B G CH RT

SHAPE MODEL SIZE COMFORT
 

LIMIT EXTREME

USER 
HEIGHT 

(CM )

SHOULDER 
CIRCUMF. 

(CM )

ZIP SIDE
L  (LEFT)  

R  (RIGHT)

STUFF 
SACK 
SIZE

COMPRESSED  
SIZE 

D X L  (CM )
DOWN FILL 
LOFT DWR

WEIGHT 
(G ) AU$ RRP NZ$ RRP

MUMMY

WINTER LITE -20 O’SIZE SML -11 -20 -40 183 155 L or R 14 L
22 X 28 700-750 1553  $889.00  $909.00 
22 X 27 800-850 1420  $919.00  $939.00 

WINTER LITE -20 O’SIZE REG -11 -20 -40 193 169 L 14 L
22 X 28 700-750 1641  $919.00  $939.00 
22 X 27 800-850 1500  $969.00  $989.00 

WINTER LITE -16 REG -9 -16 -38 187 160 L or R 12 L
21 X 26 700-750 1472  $869.00  $889.00 
21 X 25 800-850 1348  $899.00  $919.00 

WINTER LITE -16 LRG -9 -16 -38 197 165 L 12 L
21 X 28 700-750 1565  $909.00  $929.00 
21 X 27 800-850 1432  $949.00  $969.00 

WINTER LITE -12 REG -5 -12 -30 187 160 L or R 10 L
20 X 26 700-750 1288  $809.00  $829.00 
20 X 25 800-850 1186  $859.00  $879.00 

WINTER LITE -12 LRG -5 -12 -30 197 165 L 12 L
20 X 28 700-750 1368  $859.00  $879.00 
20 X 27 800-850 1259  $909.00  $929.00 

MUMMY

COCOON -11 SML -4 -11 -28 177 155 R  8 L 
19 X 20 700-750 954 $559.00 $579.00
19 X 21  800-850 875 $629.00 $649.00

COCOON -11 REG -4  -11 -28 187 160 L or R 8 L
19 X 23 700-750 994  $579.00 $599.00
19 X 22 800-850 912  $649.00  $669.00

COCOON -11 LRG -4 -11 -28 195 178 L 8 L
19 X 25 700-750 1108  $629.00  $649.00
19 X 23 800-850 1017  $699.00  $719.00

COCOON -8 SML -2 -8 -26 177 155 R 6 L
17 X 20 700-750 780 $519.00 $539.00
17 X 19 800-850 722 $589.00 $609.00

COCOON -8 REG -2 -8 -26 187 160 L or R 6 L
17 X 21 700-750 814  $539.00  $559.00 
17 X 20 800-850 753  $609.00  $629.00 

COCOON -8 LRG -2 -8 -26 195 178 L 6 L
17 X 23 700-750 909  $589.00  $609.00 
17 X 21 800-850 842  $659.00  $679.00 

COCOON -5 SML 1 -5 -22 177 155 R 4 L
15 X 21 700-750 726 $489.00 $509.00
15 X 20 800-850 674 $559.00 $579.00

COCOON -5 REG 1 -5 -22 187 160 L or R 4 L
15 X 23 700-750 757  $509.00  $529.00 
15 X 21 800-850 703  $579.00  $599.00 

COCOON -5 LRG 1 -5 -22 195 178 L 6 L
17 X 26 700-750 846  $559.00  $579.00 
17 X 24 800-850 787  $629.00  $649.00 

MUMMY

NITROUS -3
SML 3 -3 -20 177 155 R 4.5 L N/A 800-850 540 $469.00 $489.00
REG 3 -3 -20 187 160 L or R 4.5 L N/A 800-850 580 $489.00 $509.00
LRG 3 -3 -20 195 178 L 4.5 L N/A 800-850 620 $539.00 $559.00

NITROUS -1
SML 4 -1 -16 177 155 R 4.5 L N/A 800-850 510 $449.00 $469.00
REG 4 -1 -16 187 160 L or R 4.5 L N/A 800-850 547 $469.00 $489.00
LRG 4 -1 -16 195 178 L 4.5 L N/A 800-850 584 $519.00 $539.00

NITROUS +2
SML 9 2 -8 177 155 R  3.5 L N/A 800-850 473 $419.00 $439.00
REG 9 2 -8 187 160 L or R 3.5 L N/A 800-850 509 $439.00 $459.00
LRG 9 2 -8 195 178 L 3.5 L N/A 800-850 540 $489.00 $509.00

TAPERED 
RECTANGULAR

BUSH  LITE -15 SML -8 -15 -36 175 155 R 10 L
20 X 21 700-750 1198 $769.00 $789.00
20 X 20 800-850 1105 $809.00 $829.00

BUSH  LITE -15 REG -8 -15 -36 185 160 L or R 12 L
21 X 25 700-750 1301  $799.00  $819.00 
21 X 24 800-850 1200  $839.00  $859.00 

BUSH  LITE -15 LRG -8 -15 -36 200 168 L 12 L
21 X 26 700-750 1377  $849.00  $869.00 
21 X 25 800-850 1270  $889.00  $909.00 

BUSH  LITE -11 SML -4 -11 -29 175 155 R 8 L
19 X 22 700-750 1067 $709.00 $729.00
19 X 21 800-850 988 $759.00 $779.00

BUSH  LITE -11 REG -4 -11 -29 185 160 L or R 10 L
20 X 23 700-750 1159  $739.00  $759.00 
20 X 22 800-850 1075  $789.00  $809.00 

BUSH  LITE -11 LRG -4 -11 -29 200 168 L 10 L
20 X 25 700-750 1227  $789.00  $809.00 
20 X 24 800-850 1138  $839.00  $859.00 

BUSH  LITE -7 SML -1 -7 -25 175 155 R 6 L
17 X 20 700-750 935 $659.00 $709.00
17 X 19 800-850 872 $709.00 $729.00

BUSH  LITE -7 REG -1 -7 -25 185 160 L or R 8 L
19 X 22 700-750 1017  $689.00  $709.00 
19 X 21 800-850 950  $739.00  $759.00 

BUSH  LITE -7 LRG -1 -7 -25 200 168 L 8 L
19 X 24 700-750 1076  $739.00  $759.00 
19 X 23 800-850 1005  $789.00  $809.00 

TAPERED 
RECTANGULAR

BUNGLE -15  SML -8 -15 -36 175 155 R 10 L
20 X 21 700-750 1171 $599.00 $619.00
20 X 20 800-850 1078 $649.00 $669.00

BUNGLE -15  REG -8 -15 -36 183 160 L or R 12 L
22 X 22 700-750 1251 $619.00 $639.00 
22 X 21 800-850 1150 $669.00 $689.00 

BUNGLE -15  LRG -8 -15 -36 195 168 L 12 L
22 X 24 700-750 1354 $659.00 $679.00 
22 X 23 800-850 1244 $719.00 $739.00 

BUNGLE -10 SML -4 -10 -29 175 155 R 8 L
19 X 22 700-750 1023 $549.00 $569.00
19 X 21 800-850 947 $569.00 $589.00

BUNGLE -10  REG -4 -10 -29 183 160 L or R 10 L
20 X 21 700-750 1091 $569.00 $589.00 
20 X 20 800-850 1009 $589.00 $609.00 

BUNGLE -10  LRG -4 -10 -29 195 168 L 10 L
20 X 24 700-750 1180 $609.00 $629.00 
20 X 23 800-850 1090 $639.00 $659.00 

BUNGLE -7 SML 0 -7 -23 175 155 R 6 L
17 X 20 700-750 909 $509.00 $529.00
17 X 19 800-850 841 $549.00 $569.00

BUNGLE -7  REG 0 -7 -23 183 160 L or R 8 L
19 X 21 700-750 982 $529.00 $549.00 
19 X 20 800-850 909 $569.00 $589.00 

BUNGLE -7  LRG 0 -7 -23 195 168 L 8 L
19 X 22 700-750 1057 $569.00 $589.00 
19 X 21 800-850 978 $619.00 $639.00 

BUNGLE -4  SML 2 -4 -20 175 155 R 6 L
16 X 21 700-750 771 $459.00 $479.00
16 X 20 800-850 720 $489.00 $509.00

BUNGLE -4  REG 2 -4 -20 183 160 L or R 6 L
17 X 22 700-750 834 $479.00  $499.00 
17 X 21 800-850 779 $509.00 $529.00 

BUNGLE -4  LRG 2 -4 -20 195 168 L 6 L
20 X 20 700-750 993 $519.00  $539.00 
20 X 19 800-850 921 $559.00 $579.00 

TAPERED 
RECTANGULAR

CAMP LITE -10  REG -4 -10 -29 183 172 L or R 10 L 20 X 22 700-750 1145  $499.00  $519.00 
CAMP LITE -10  LRG -4 -10 -29 195 179 L 10 L 20 X 25 700-750 1229  $539.00  $559.00 
CAMP LITE -6  REG 0 -6 -23 183 172 L or R 8 L 19 X 21 700-750 1017  $459.00  $479.00 
CAMP LITE -6  LRG 0 -6 -23 195 179 L 10 L 20 X 23 700-750 1094  $499.00  $519.00 
CAMP LITE -3  REG 3 -3 -20 183 172 L or R 6 L 17 X 21 700-750 829  $409.00  $429.00 
CAMP LITE -3  LRG 3 -3 -20 195 179 L 6 L 17 X 23 700-750 891  $449.00  $469.00 
CAMP LITE  0  REG 7   0 -10 183 172 L or R 4 L 15 X 19 700-750 719  $369.00  $389.00 
CAMP LITE  0  LRG 7   0 -10 195 179 L 6 L 17 X 22 700-750 797  $409.00  $429.00 

QUILT

QUEST PRO -3* REG 3 -3 - 187 N/A N/A 2.5 L N/A 800-850 548 $399.00 $419.00
LRG 3 -3 - 195 N/A N/A 2.5 L N/A 800-850 576 $429.00 $449.00

QUEST PRO* 0 REG 7 0 - 187 N/A N/A 2.5 L N/A 800-850 503 $369.00 $389.00
LRG 7 0 - 195 N/A N/A 2.5 L N/A 800-850 529 $399.00 $419.00

QUEST* REG 12 8 - 187 N/A N/A 2.5 L N/A 700-750 420 $299.00 $319.00
LRG 12 8 - 195 N/A N/A 2.5 L N/A 700-750 450 $329.00 $349.00

Comfort: the lowest temperature a ‘standard’ female will 
be in thermal equilibrium during sleep. 
Limit of comfort: the lowest temperature at which a 
‘standard’ male will be in thermal equilibrium during sleep.
Extreme rating is a survival rating for a ‘standard’ male.

*The temperature range supplied for quilts is a guideline. It assumes you have tucked the quilt under your well-insulated mat to reduce draughts and are wearing a head covering. 



SHAPE MODEL SIZE COMFORT
 

LIMIT EXTREME

USER
HEIGHT

(CM )

SHOULDER 
CIRCUMF. 

(CM )

ZIP SIDE
L  (LEFT) 

R  (RIGHT)

STUFF
SACK
SIZE

COMPRESSED 
SIZE

D X L  (CM ) FILL 
WEIGHT

(G ) AU$ RRP NZ$ RRP

TAPERED
RECTANGULAR

SAC -8   REGULAR -2 -8 -26 187 160 L or R 15 L 22 X 33 THERMOLINK 1350  $229.00  $239.00 

SAC -8   LARGE -2 -8 -26 195 175 L 16 L 23 X 36 THERMOLINK 1500  $249.00  $259.00 

SAC -5   REGULAR 1 -5 -22 187 160 L or R 11 L 20 X 31 THERMOLINK 1250  $219.00  $229.00 

SAC -5   LARGE 1 -5 -22 195 175 L 12 L 22 X 31 THERMOLINK 1390  $239.00  $249.00 

SAC -1   REGULAR 4 -1 -16 187 160 L or R 7 L 18 X 22 THERMOLINK 1000  $209.00  $219.00 

SAC -1   LARGE 4 -1 -16 195 175 L 8 L 20 X 22 THERMOLINK 1110  $229.00  $239.00 

MUMMY

OESB -10   REGULAR -4 -10 -29 187 160 L 16 L 22 X 30 THERMOLINK 1800 $259.00  $269.00

OESB -10   LARGE -4 -10 -29 195 175 L 18 L 25 X 34 THERMOLINK 2000  $279.00 $289.00

OESB -5   SMALL 1 -5 -22 175 140 L 11 L 20 X 32 THERMOLINK 1250 $209.00  $219.00

OESB -5   REGULAR 1 -5 -22 187 160 L or R 11 L 22 X 32 THERMOLINK 1300  $219.00 $229.00

OESB -5   LARGE 1 -5 -22 195 175 L 12 L 18 X 24 THERMOLINK 1460 $239.00 $249.00

OESB -2   SMALL 3 -2 -10 175 140 L 8 L 20 X 24 THERMOLINK 1100 $199.00  $209.00 

OESB -2   REGULAR 3 -2 -10 187 160 L or R 8 L 20 X 24 THERMOLINK 1200 $209.00  $219.00

SAC 
The Sac is a simple sleeping bag that just works. The strong, warm, 
thermally-bonded Thermolink fi ll; lightweight, breathable 
Vapour Vent® fabric; full zip and roomy, tapered 
rectangular shape combine to create an 
incredible synthetic bag.

TEMPERATURE
LIMIT OF COMFORT

REGULAR
WEIGHT (G)

LARGE
WEIGHT (G)

-8ºC 1350 1499

-5ºC 1250 1388

-1ºC 1000 1110

SYNTHETIC SLEEPING B GS

SYNTHETIC SLEEPING B G CHART

SLEEPING B G CCESSORIES
EXPANSION GUSSET -5   (ADDS 25 CM CIRCUMFERENCE TO ANY BAG) 3L 700-750 259  $159.00  $169.00 

EXPANSION GUSSET -10   (ADDS 25 CM CIRCUMFERENCE TO ANY BAG) 3L 700-750 299  $179.00  $189.00 

COMPRESSION STUFF SACK N/A $39.00 $44.00

MESH STORAGE SACK 85 $29.95 $34.95

TEMPERATURE
LIMIT OF COMFORT

SMALL
WEIGHT (G)

REGULAR
WEIGHT (G)

LARGE
WEIGHT (G)

-10ºC - 1800 2000

-5ºC 1250 1300 1460

-2ºC 1100 1200 -

OESB SYNTHETIC
The Outdoor Education Sleeping Bag (OESB) Synthetic is 
robust, warm, easily maintained and eff ective even 
when damp. It also comes in three sizes, off ers 
excellent value and may well be handed 
on down the line within your family.

TAPERED
RECTANGULAR

COLOUR    BLUE/BLACK

MUMMY

COLOUR    RED/BLACK

SERVICING YOUR 
SLEEPING B G 

If you take care of your ONE PLANET® down sleeping bag it will reward you with years 
of comfort and performance – our bags can happily last for decades. 

Which is why our service doesn’t stop when you buy the bag: we want to help you make the 
most of it! We’re not based off shore: we’re here in Australia, which means we can clean, repair 
and boost your ONE PLANET® bag if and when it needs it. 

Washing and adding DWR (durable water repellency) to a sleeping bag can be a daunting 
process, as can trying to fi x a torn, broken or damaged bag. Instead, simply send it back to our 
factory in Melbourne and let us take care of it. 

And if, over the course of the 
decades, you need a warmer bag, 
we are happy to receive our bags 
back for a general down boost 
or more targeted treatment such 
as additional fi ll in the knees. 
(Reasonable costs apply.) 

CLEANING & DWR - DOWN SLEEPING BAGS AU$ RRP
WASH  $ 85.00 
WASH, DWR TREATMENT  $ 100.00 
REJUVENATION - WASH, ADD DOWN (100-150 G)  $ 125.00 
REJUVENATION - WASH, DWR, ADD DOWN (100-150 G)  $ 150.00 
CLEANING - SYNTHETIC SLEEPING BAGS
WASH  $ 60.00 



WINDPROOF
Protects from chilling effects 
of the wind and weather
HIGH BREATHABILITY
High performance waterproof/ 
breathable membrane performs well 
in all conditions for rucksack sports
MVTR: 20,000 g/24 hours
WATERPROOF
Durable membrane prevents 
water penetration
Water head: 20,000 mm
 

R INWE R 
ONE PLANET® rainwear is designed for 
outstanding performance and comfort when 
bushwalking: multi-day trips in serious terrains 
carrying a rucksack. Thoughtful design, brilliant 
fabrics and Melbourne-made construction 
ensure the garments keep rain and wind out, 
transfer moisture (breathe), and keep you warm 
by eliminating wind chill.

Antipodean walks often involve scrub wriggling, 
sunscreen, bug spray and mud, so we combine  
tightly-woven face fabrics with durable 
membranes to create waterproof, windproof, 
breathable, three-layer fabrics.

WINDPROOF
Protection from 
chilling eff ects 
of wind and weather. 

HIGH BREATHABILITY 
Eff ective evacuation 
of sweat and moisture, ensures 
comfort whilst active and at rest.

WATERPROOF > Durable waterproof/breathable 
membrane and C6 DWR keep you dry. 

WINDPROOF
Synapse® fabrics are inherently windproof, 
eliminating the wind chill factor to keep you 
warm. The structure of the inner membrane 
blocks air moving directly from the outside in.

HIGH BREATHABILITY 
(ISO 11092, RET) 
Moisture-vapour resistance (known as breathability) 
describes the physical capacity of a material to 
allow water moisture-vapour (sweat) to move 
from the inside to the outside of a fabric. We 
independently test breathability using the ISO 
11092 sweating guarded-hotplate ‘skin model’ test.

This method is the recognised standard for wet-
weather personal protective equipment under 
EN 343 for industrial and government agencies, 
and is the best simulation of real life. A skin model 
is used to replicate human skin and measure 
water-vapour resistance, which is initially expressed 
as a RET number. The lower the RET-range rating, 
the greater the breathability and the more natural 
your body will feel during activity.

RET 
RANGE PERFORMANCE

SUGGESTED 
ACTIVITY TYPE

2 - 6 EXTREMELY BREATHABLE.
Comfortable at high activity 
rates, with low heat retention.

Alpine bushwalking, 
scrub wriggling, back 
country ski touring

6 – 13 HIGHLY BREATHABLE.
Comfortable at moderate 
activity rates. Moderate 
heat-retention.

Bushwalking, 
daywalking, 
resort skiing and 
snowshoeing

13 – 20 BREATHABLE. Comfortable 
at a low activity rate. 
Moderate heat-retention.

Slow-paced or 
stationary activities: 
birdwatching, fi shing

30+ UNSATISFACTORY. Not Breathable. 

WATERPROOF 
(ISO 811 hydrostatic head test)
We independently test to the ISO 811 hydrostatic 
head test, which determines the resistance of 
fabrics to penetration by water. Water pressure 
greater than 1000 mm is considered waterproof.

This means the fabric can withstand the water 
pressure beyond a 30 m water column, and is able 
to keep you protected in all weather conditions.

FABRICS

Synapse® AP is designed for Alpine bushwalking 
and active sports. 

Water head (ISO 811): greater than 30,000 mm
Breathability (ISO 11092) RET: less than 5 m2Pa/W.

Synapse® works best for general bushwalking and 
daywalking 

Water head (ISO 811): greater than 20,000 mm
Breathability (ISO 11092) RET: less than 12 m2Pa/W.

FE TURES
TAPERED AND STRAIGHT 
All ONE PLANET® rainwear is designed for 
layering, and sized for wearing, a mid layer. 
Our tapered/womens range is more spacious 
in the chest and hips, tapering in at the waist, 
while the unisex/mens cut is straighter.

ANTIPODEAN  STYLE
ONE PLANET® rainwear designs are directly 
informed by local bushwalking experience. 
The length (mid-thigh or longer) helps keep your 
shorts dry when walking, and we’ve eliminated 
seams on the shoulders, minimising wear points 
(and discomfort) when carrying a rucksack. 
Our sleeve lengths are longer: they don’t ride 
up during movement; the cuff  can cover your 
gloves; and your hands can retreat into the 
sleeves in foul weather.

SEAMS & SEAM 
SEALING 
To keep you dry, rainwear 
needs seams that are 
correctly positioned, 
constructed and sealed.
We reduce the number 
of seams through design, 

and position them for durable construction and 
comfort. Every seam is then taped in our factory.  

ARTICULATED HOOD 
Our hoods provide welcome 
retreats when the weather 
turns bad. They’re well sized, 
with adjustments on the back 
so they naturally move with 

your head, ensuring uninterrupted vision. The 
visor and hood can be adjusted to suit both 
your requirements and the outside conditions. 
The hood’s brim has a fl exible edge that can be 
shaped, combining with the set-back drawcord 
for ultimate functionality.

MECHANICAL VENTING 
ONE PLANET® vents are at the front of the 
jacket, where they’re most eff ective. Mechanical 
ventilation increases direct air fl ow, allowing 
you to dump heat and keep cool during intense 
exertion. The vents are designed to stay closed 
during regular bushwalking and activity. Keeping 
them closed maintains the temperature diff erence 
between the inside and outside of the jacket, 
allowing the Synapse® membrane to breathe and 
manage moisture. (Vent adjustment is next to the 
pocket zip, behind the protective fl ap.) 

POCKETS
Our generous external pockets are high, so you 
can still access them when wearing a rucksack 
harness. We use water-resistant zips with tactile 
pull tabs, protected from rain, run-off  and scrub 
by double-layer angled fl aps. Accessing pockets 
from the outside of the jacket allows fast access 
to pocket contents while ensuring your jacket’s 
zip can remain closed, keeping your core warm, 
dry and protected.

PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT
Micro adjustments allow ONE PLANET® jackets to 
be fi tted to individual shapes, increasing comfort 
and weather resistance. There are internally-routed 
drawcords in hoods and waists across the range, 
with some styles also having a drawcord to give 
shape to the bottom edge, with any excess feeding 
back into the hem.

ZIP STORM FLAP  
Good storm fl aps on zips are essential for 
bushwalking in wild weather. They form physical 
barriers protecting the water-resistant zips from 
abrasion and scrub while stopping gusts and wind-
driven rain - particularly important when your zip 
fl exes over many back-country adventures! The 
full-length hook-and-loop closure on the front fl ap 
is easy to use, even while wearing bulky gloves, 
and stays securely closed.

SERIOUS ZIPS 
We use large (#8), toothed, 
water-resistant two-way zips. 
They are strong, durable, reliable, 
and easy to use with gloved 
hands, and their water-resistant 

nature is an added bonus. The zip is shorter than 
the jacket length, so your gait is unimpeded.

APPAREL
ONE PLANET® clothing, rainwear and footwear is built for 
bushwalking in antipodean conditions. They keep you 
safe when the weather surprises. They adore the wet, 
rough and rocky, endure amongst the scrub and 
scratchy, and prioritise function, with the 
features you need to enjoy it all.



TORRENT
The Torrent is the perfect bushwalking jacket for 
multi-day pack-carrying and scrub-wriggling. 
Keeping with antipodean tradition, it’s longer 
in length to cover your shorts. Ideal for wet and 
windy conditions, it has an articulated hood, 
storm shields on the zips, mechanical venting, 
waist drawcord and two chest pockets. 

SIZES MENS: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL   
WOMENS: 8, 10, 12, 14, 16

FABRIC SYNAPSE® AP

LENGTH FULL + 5 CM FRONT AND BACK 

POCKETS YES (TWO ZIPPED CHEST POCKETS)

VENT YES X 2

WEIGHT 660 G (M), 595 G (12) 

PRICE AU$ 549.00 NZ$ 559.00

WANGI 
The Wangi off ers long-lasting protection in all 
conditions while prioritising comfort and ease of use. 
This jacket is elegantly simple, with an adjustable 
hood, two front cargo pockets, a storm shield on 
the zip, and more. A wonderful combination of 
serious materials in a simple design. 

SIZES UNISEX:  XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  KIDS:  K8, K10, K12

FABRIC SYNAPSE® 

LENGTH FULL

POCKETS YES (TWO CARGO POCKETS)

VENT NO

WEIGHT 530 G (M), 400 G (K10)

PRICE AU$ 349.00 NZ$ 359.00
PRICE (KIDS) AU$ 299.00 AU$ 309.00

OVERPANTS
These Overpants have articulated knees for freedom 
of movement while walking, scrambling or skiing. 
The fl at 25 mm waist belt keeps the pants snugly 
where they’re meant to be. Long ankle zips make 
them easy to get on and off  (even in boots), while the 
integrated gaiter is cut with a curve to fi t neatly over 
your footwear. Make tracks with overpants designed 
to keep you moving.

SIZES UNISEX:  XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  KIDS:  K8, K10, K12

FABRIC SYNAPSE® 

WEIGHT 360 G (M), 280 G (K10)

PRICE AU$ 219.00 NZ$ 229.00
PRICE (KIDS) AU$ 199.00 AU$ 209.00

CAT AND DOG
The Cat and Dog is a classic, with a clean 
design that prioritises function. With an 
adjustable hood, drawcord waist, storm 
shields on the zip and two chest pockets, 
it will keep you dry and comfortable while 
pack-carrying out bush.

SIZES MENS: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 
WOMENS: 8, 10, 12, 14, 16

FABRIC SYNAPSE® AP

LENGTH FULL

POCKETS YES (TWO ZIPPED CHEST POCKETS)

VENT NO

WEIGHT 580 G (M), 530 G (12)

PRICE AU$ 489.00 NZ$ 499.00

JIM JIM
The Jim Jim is an ideal all-rounder, made for 
energetic outdoor pursuits and designed for comfort, 
performance and durability. It has a rear drop-hem; 
mechanical venting, drawcords at the waist and 
bottom hem, two chest pockets, storm shields on 
the zip, refl ective piping and articulated hood.

SIZES MENS: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL   
WOMENS: 8, 10, 12, 14, 16

FABRIC SYNAPSE® AP

LENGTH FULL, WITH 5 CM DROP HEM

POCKETS YES (TWO ZIPPED CHEST POCKETS)

VENT YES X 2

WEIGHT 635 G (M), 590 G (12)

PRICE AU$ 549.00 NZ$ 559.00

R INWE R

 BLUE/BLACK
 RED/BLACK

 BLUE
 BLACK  BLUE

 BLUE

 BLUE

Womens fi t

Womens fi t Womens fi t

Mens fi t

Mens fi t

Mens fi t

 BLUE



FLEECE 

G ITERS

VENTURI JACKET
Polartec® Wind Pro® 
The Venturi off ers warmth and moderate 
wind protection in a stowable, lightweight 
package. Our classic Polartec® Wind Pro jacket 
comes in both female and male fi ts, a range 
of sizes, and two colours. The Polartec® Wind 
Pro fabric has the comfort, breathability and 
thermal insulation of Classic fl eece, but is water 
repellent and four times more wind resistant. 
Features include zipped hand-warmer and 
chest pockets with a drawcord waist.

SIZES MENS:  XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
WOMENS:  8, 10, 12

WEIGHT 620 G (MEDIUM), 570 G (10)

COLOURS  NAVY  BLACK

PRICE AU$ 169.00 NZ$ 179.00

ORION PULLOVER
Polartec® Classic 100
Cut close for effi  cient layering and freedom 
of movement, the Orion is luxuriously 
warm and soft to wear. Polartec® Classic 
100 has a high warmth-to-weight ratio 
for insulating materials, while remaining 
highly weather resistant, durable and 
soft to touch. 

SIZES XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

WEIGHT 300 G (MEDIUM)

COLOUR  BLACK
PRICE AU$ 99.00 NZ$ 109.00

HARVSIE
Polartec® Classic 100
Much better than a onesie 
(and way easier to get on), 
our Harvsie is made from 
luxurious, warm and light 
Polartec® Classic 100. 
They’re cut to layer under 
our Overpants, and will  
really be appreciated when  
the temperature drops.

SIZES XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL

WEIGHT 350 G (MEDIUM)

COLOUR  BLACK
PRICE AU$ 99.00 NZ$ 109.00

Features include zipped hand-warmer and 

NZ$ 179.00

Cut close for effi  cient layering and freedom 

The ONE PLANET® fl eece range consists 
of key pieces that fi t well, keep you 
comfortable in harsh environments and 
last, week in and week out. Simple.

RFG GAITERS
RFG gaiters give knee-high 
protection when scrub wriggling in 
remote areas. They’re cut to fi t well, 
stand tall and stay closed, and made 
from hard-wearing, breathable canvas 
paired with an abrasion-resistant 
CORDURA® nylon cuff . Left and right 
gaiters keep the openings closed, 
with the security of alloy C-clips at the 
top, a press-stud and lace hook at the 
bottom. The adjustable under-boot 
strap and low-profi le buckle complete 
a tailored fi t. We’ll keep it short: they 
are Really Fabulously Good!

The wearing of gaiters reduces the risk from snake bites. As there is no 
current Australian Standard for gaiter design, we make no guarantees 
with respect to the same.

SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL

WEIGHT 360 G (PAIR OF MEDIUM)

COLOUR  BLACK
PRICE AU$ 129.00 NZ$ 139.00

 SIZE XS S M L XL

EU 36 – 37 38 – 41 42 – 44 45 – 46 47 – 48

US MALE 4.3 – 5  6 – 8 8.5 – 10.5 11 – 12.5 13+

US FEMALE 6 – 6.5 7.5 – 9.5 10 – 12 12.5+  – Womens fi t

Mens fi t

SNAKE GAITERS
Snake Gaiters are crafted from 
hard-wearing, breathable cotton 
canvas, with 750-denier nylon 
reinforcing the cuff . These gaiters 
give knee-high protection from 
everything from mud to critters 
and pesky blackberry bushes. The 
fi t is wide, simple and secure, with 
easy-to-use, adjustable drawcords 
on the upper calves, 40 mm wide 
hook-and-loop closures on the front 
to protect the shins, low-profi le 
buckles on the tough, TPU under-
boot straps, and stiff  canvas which 
stands tall for ventilation.

SIZES K8, K10, K12, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

WEIGHT 320 G (PAIR OF MEDIUM)

COLOUR  GREY/BLACK
PRICE AU$ 99.00 NZ$ 109.00



FOOTWE R

IRONBARK
The Ironbark boot is forged from aramid, with a 
rugged and grippy dual-density Vibram® sole 
and a waterproof/breathable lining. A moulded 
TPU toe-cap protects whilst the concealed lace 
structure keeps things tidy. (Ideal in ruts, with 
gaiters or going bush.) Lightweight, fi tted and 
with a stable strike pattern, these boots are built 
for precision movement on technical terrain. 

SIZES EU 37 - 49

MATERIALS ARAMID REINFORCED

WEIGHT 535 G* (SIZE 42)

COLOUR  GREY

PRICE AU$ 299.00 NZ$ 319.00

STURT
The Sturt has a high cut and a stable strike 
pattern to help distribute heavy loads: perfect for 
long, pack-carrying trips. The uppers are made 
from one-piece of 2 mm, full-grain leather: tough 
as! With easy-tighten laces and sturdy hooks, 
these boots will stay tight. A fatigue-reducing 
midsole creates a stable, shock-absorbing 
chassis for long-distance walking.

SIZES EU 39 - 49

MATERIALS 2 MM FULL-GRAIN LEATHER

WEIGHT 650 G* (SIZE 42)

COLOUR  BROWN

PRICE AU$ 299.00 NZ$ 319.00

COBBLER
The Cobbler is made for out-of-the-box 
comfort in a wide range of environments. 
Great for outdoor education trips, fi rst-time 
walkers and anyone else who appreciates 
comfort and stability in their footwear. A pair 
of solid top hooks hold your laces securely and 
a moulded toe bumper gives protection from 
daily abrasions.

SIZES EU 37 - 47

MATERIALS FABRIC AND SUEDE

WEIGHT 650 G* (SIZE 42)

COLOUR  BLACK

PRICE AU$ 199.00 NZ$ 219.00

CROSS TRACK
The Cross Track is light, agile and versatile - the 
ideal walking shoe. It’s tough too: the aramid 
upper has a waterproof/breathable lining, while 
support and traction is given by the technical 
Vibram® sole. The moulded TPU toe-cap and 
hidden lace structure ensure you can take on 
rough tracks and relaxed days in town.

SIZES EU 37 - 48

MATERIALS ARAMID REINFORCED

WEIGHT 430 G* (SIZE 42)

COLOUR  GREY

PRICE AU$ 199.00 NZ$ 219.00

VAST
Comfortable and versatile, Vast are a seamless 
crossover between dependable hiking shoes 
and sophisticated, practical numbers. The shoes 
are made from nubuck leather with soft, pigskin 
collars, giving out-of-the-box comfort. The dual-
density sole and rigid interior shank off er long-
lasting support. 

SIZES EU 40 - 48

MATERIALS 2 MM FULL-GRAIN LEATHER

WEIGHT 480 G* (SIZE 42)

COLOUR  BROWN

PRICE AU$ 199.00 NZ$ 219.00

FREDA
Cut on a narrower last to fi t female feet better, 
Freda is designed for greater comfort as you 
walk the globe. The shoes are constructed from 
hard-wearing, full-grain nubuck leather, teamed 
with the rigidity and support of a dual-density 
sole and lightweight shank. With the grip and 
feel of a boot and the practicality of a low-cut 
shoe, Freda is here to give you happy feet.

SIZES EU 37 - 42

MATERIALS 2 MM FULL-GRAIN LEATHER

WEIGHT 490 G* (SIZE 42)

COLOUR  CHARCOAL

PRICE AU$ 199.00 NZ$ 219.00

We design footwear to suit your journey, whether that’s up spurs and along 
ridges in the Australian Alps or walking bluestone laneways in town. 
Each model is designed for its purpose, ensuring there’s a pair in our range to meet your needs. 
We’ve chosen materials and construction techniques to make our footwear last longer and suit a 
broad range of conditions. That’s why all shoes in our range have waterproof/breathable Synapse® 
liners and grippy, durable Vibram® soles. 

Our boots fi t your feet: they’re made to suit antipodean tootsies. (Yep, there is a diff erence - it must 
be all those thongs.) We also pay attention to how our products are made, believing the old saying 
about stitches in time...

*weight of one size 42 shoe.
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TRADITIONAL CUSTODIANS 
ONE PLANET® acknowledges the Wurundjeri and all First Nations 
people as the traditional custodians of the lands on which we live, 
work and play. We acknowledge their continued connections to 
land, sea and community, and pay our respects to elders past, 
present and emerging.

WE STAND BY OUR PRODUCT
Our gear is tough. However, kids and rodents can be tougher and 
accidents happen. We prioritise repair over replacement and are 
happy to service and repair your gear throughout its working life. 

WARRANTY
ONE PLANET® warrants products against defects in materials 
and workmanship for a period of:

› Ten years for WATERLOC® canvas rucksacks;
› Five years on all other products;
› One year on footwear, wheeled luggage and products 

with Dyneema®  

We proudly use the highest quality materials available to us at 
the time of manufacture and are confi dent our products will 
exceed your expectations. However, it would be remiss not to 
mention a couple of points.

The adhesives and coatings used in all materials are in a state 
of decomposition from the day they are made. The speed of 
this is outside our control. The environment in which a product 
is used and stored and how it is cared for will aff ect the 
workable life of both the fabric and the product.

We have confi dence in the longevity of our products. If a 
product has failed due to improper care, abrasive wear, accidental 
damage, misuse, reasonable wear and tear, or the breakdown of 
materials and components, we are happy to repair or service the 
product. Quotations will be provided upon viewing.

Please return your product to the place of purchase or the 
ONE PLANET® factory (650 Somerville Road, Sunshine West, 
Victoria 3020). Please include your receipt and ensure the 
item is clean and dry. The warranty does not cover the cost of 
return postage.

This warranty is an addition to and does not aff ect any rights 
and remedies you are entitled to under Australian Consumer 
Law or the New Zealand Consumer Guarantees Act 1993.

LEGAL STUFF 
AiKing, EXACT FIT, ONE PLANET, Synapse, Vapour Vent and 
WATERLOC are registered trademarks of Andrew King Pty Ltd. 
Adventure One Pty Ltd is a licensed user of these registered 
trademarks. CORDURA is a trademark of INVISTA. 

All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.  
All ONE PLANET® products are constantly being improved and 
specifi cations and prices may change without notice. Prices and 
weights are accurate at time of print.


